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Sorrow Is the mere rust of the soul. •••
Activity will cleanse and .brighten •••
It.—Johnson.
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THE GOLDEN JUBILEE

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20
All those desiring to participate in the big parade
either with trucks or displays, should notify
Miss Kay Turner, Thomaston, telephone 106,
this week. All entrants will be cordially wel
comed !

Wooster’s Market

Tbe Golden Jubilee camp-meeting
of the Salvation Army of New Eng
land will open at Old Orchard, Fri
day. and continue until Sunday, Aug.
24. Special services and celebrations
will commemorate the 5()th anniver
sary of the landing in New York in
1880 of the first official party of Sal
vationists to set foot in America. Col.
Atkinson will preside over the great
assemblage an 1 among the important
visitors will be Commissioner John
McMillan recently appointed terri
torial commissioner for the Eastern
States.

WATTS HALL
Thomaston
SAT. NIGHT, AUG. 16

SPECIALS
ROAST BEEF......................................... 18c,
25c,35c
CORNED BEEF........................................... 8c,
10c,25c
POT ROAST..............................................25c,
30c,35c
STEW BEEF............................................... 25c,
30c,35c
STEAK.............................................25c, 35c, 40c, 50c
HAMBURG................................... 20c, 25c, 30c, 35c
FOWL (Native) ........................................................... 35c
POTATOES (Native), peck ................................. 29c
PEERLESS FLOUR, bag.......................................... 99c
NATIVE EGGS, dozen....................
50c
FRESH WESTERN EGGS, dozen....................... 39c
SHREDDED WHEAT, 3 packages for............... 29c
HATCHET PEACHES, large can........................... 25c
HATCHET SLICED PINEAPPLE, large can . . 30c
MAINE STRING BEANS, 2 cans for.................... 25c
MAINE YELLOW CORN, 2 cans for.................. 35c
MAINE PEAS, 2 cans for......................................... 29c

At 8.20
Reserved Seats Now On Sale at
McDonald’s Drug Store Thomaston
ALL SEATS 50 CENTS
For
F. JAMES

CARROLL PLAYERS
(7 Years in Bangor)
PROFESSIONAL CAST and
GUEST STAR
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FRESH

VEGETABLES

Marshall Bradford
and Professional Debut of

Telephone 600

EDITH KELLER

Free Delivery

481 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

“PEG O’ MY HEART”
Spoken Stage Play

97-9R

LABOR DAY
CONCESSIONS

PORTLAND MUSIC COMMISSION
Presents

Eighteenth Anniversary Concert
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22 at 7.30

A limited number cf concessions
for the Sale of Refreshments at
the Labor Day Celebration of the
Paving Cutters’ Union are avail

(standard time)

able.

Portland Municipal Orchestra (82 players

For information write—

Charles R. Cronham, Conductor

Gilbert S. Auld

Soloist, Hizi Koyke, soprano
Organ Solos by Mr. Cronham

TENANT’S HARBOR, ME.

Admission 50 Cents

96-100

inside and out!

Atwater Keat
RADIO

TONIGHT
MORRIS HALL

TENANTS HARBOR
Kirk’s Dance Band
ADMISSION 50c AND 2Sc

NO DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

97-98

' p.ams,

Cramps

Here?

Golden Voice
EW glory of tone...new Quick-Vision Dial
... new Tone Control... new range and
power... new beauty of appearance.
And now a ne,w and attractive time payment
budget plan, making this latest and greatest
Atwater Kent extremely easy to buy. See and

N

hear it here today.

This or any
foot trouble
revealed by
our complete

You can’t restore your feet to
normal and enjoy real comfort
unless you know for a certainty
just what your foot trouble is.'
You can find out only by having
a rompleteTest, Analysis, and Pedo
graph prints made ofyourstockinged
wet. IT COSTS YOU NOTHING!

DR. SCHOLL’S
personal representative will dem

onstrate

for the relief of all foot troubles

COMPLETELY INSTALLED

at

Easy Payments Through Our Own Credit Finance
Plan

McLain’s Shoe Store

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

305 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 745-W
96Ttf

A glimpse at the program to be pre
sented by Phoebe Crosby, lyric so
prano, and
Reginald
Roardman,
pianist and accompanist, both of New
York, at the concert this evening at
the Universalist Church at 8.15
(i clock, indicates the musical treat in
store:
Soprano—Tlie Little Bills Are Calling ____
....... ........................................... Edward Morris
A Day Will { ome..... Cordon Balch Nevln

...............W»nderpool

tome With /Me ...............M. T. BurlMgl)
...
„
Miss (Crosby
I lano Ballet of the Happy Spirits..............
....... ................................. -...... Gluck-Friedman
The Wand Spell....... .......... JrSffi

. ,
Mr. Boardman
ana—Air de Salome—from "Herodlade" „„
................................................
Massenet
...
-Miss Crosby
I lano—Llebestraum i....................
TJ«,
Mephlslo Waltz .......
ri...
IMr. Boardman
Soprano-One Night and You _____
Wolf
•Coming Home i...................... _ willebev
Sometimes at Close of Day.................... '
LtZ................................................ Clara iidwarda

A

OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER

ST. GEORGES

Who Served In The War For Amercian
Independence
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER

FOREWORD

As is locally known, I have been
engaged for several years in col
lecting material for a history of thc
Plantation of Lower St. Georges, in
the Province of Maine, now known
as the towns of Cushing and St.
George. Having acquired consid
erable information regarding the
genealogical history of the early
settlers in this region, and thc part
they played in civil and military
affairs, I am, of late, receiving many
inquiries from the descendants of
these families, whether or not they
are eligible to membership in the
“Society of the Sons and Daughters
of the American Revolution.” To
save time and labor in answering
each individual inquiry, I have pre
pared a record of the naval and mili
tary service of those men, numbering
about one hundred, who contributed
their part, humble as it may have
been, to make the thirteen colonies
free and independent States, and to
the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain.
Whenever possible I have expanded these sketches by adding material
of a public, private and family nature. By so doing, many of thc subjects
of these sketches can be more easily identified.
As to those whom I am endeavoring to rescue from tbe realms of
oblivion, they having lived in the dim and misty past, errors are bound to
creep in. If such are detected, either by the casual reader, or the descend
ants of those men of courage and action, it will be appreciated by the writer
to be so informed, before the following sketches appear in a more perma
nent forip.
FRANK B. MILLER

ADAMS, RICHARD. He was commissioned captain July 2,
1778, of the 9th company of Colonel Wheaton’s 4th Lincoln county
regiment, his name being listed among the officers of the Massachusetts
militia.
Richard Adams was born at Plymouth, Mass., June 14, 1719, and
rlied in Cushing, August, 1795. His wife, Mary Carver, was born in
Plymouth, September 14, 1721, died in Cushing in 1796. Both are buried
$n Garrison island, Friendship. He was a blacksmith by trade and lived
in Kingston, Mass., until about the year 1752. From the records of that
town it appears he subsequently became a resident of Wareham. He
removed to Newport, Rhode Island, where he remained about two years
and thence removed to Maine with his friends the Bradfords and Robin
sons, during the mania which prevailed at the time for adventure in this

—......
Miss Crosby, appreciating the popu
lar appeal of songs in English, has
confined her program largely to these,
many of which are products of Ameri
can composers. A significant feature
in Mr. Boardman’s career, which in
cludes recitals in Jordan, Stein.rt
and Symphony Halls, Boston, and region.
He located in the plantation of Meduncook, now the town of FriendCarnegie Hall. New York, is that he
was elected
•ted by Ethel Leginska re-1 s|„’p) but the exact year of his coming to Meduncook cannot now be stated.
nowned peXmarncetOo?,athethklius 1'‘rom.the ™r,y records of the plantation, it appears that Captain Adams
Boston
piano Concerto with the Boston Worn-| "’as elected an assessor in 1769, and reelected in 1Z/0, I//I, 1 /. —, 1//t,
• n s Symphony Orchestra in 1927. 1782, 1783, 1786, 1787 and 1788. He was chosen collector of taxes in
The reviews of this concert paid bril- j 1734 anj a member of the Committee of Safety in 1776. He was elected

.Sw" h,Sl“t,.%^“i,a,p.ain of the loci

» 075.

Or, October 30, 1771, I«

has steadily progressed throtigh con- i Winslow, Thomas Fluker and Lrancis Waldo, administrators ot the
tinued study and concert appearances. ' estate of Samuel Waldo, conveyed to Richard Adams the premises on

—
Win he pmvld’ed w^Xme^

which he lived in Friendsh>P- until his removal to Cushing about 1789.
Mr. Adams’ name appears as a resident of Cushing in the census of 1790.
At the annual plantation meeting held March 18, 1771, it was voted
Richard Ad™S a"d <?h"S

’°

W'’

a new and fresh sort when "The si- appear on the sixteenth of April next, at the ministerial lot, in order to
lent Enemy’" begins Its two days en- fence the marsh, at nine o’clock in the morning, if the weather be good,
Basement at the strand Theatre Frl- otherwise the first day ensuing." On the dav appointed Mr. Adams, with

others, met at the ministerial lot and searched out the line
sort that the American people expe- lietween it and the lot adjoining on the northeast side of it, fenced the salt
rienced in the days before Columbus marsh, and let it for the year’s crop to Joshua Collamore, Ebenezer
discovered America. The American \{orton, Joshua Morton and Micajah Drinkwater for two pounds and
Indians.0 -The’silem Enem™Isfourteen pence. On December 17, 1771, Mr. Adams in the presence of
pnnstaklngly true and grandly epic'John Demorse and Micajah Drinkwater, warned Richard Starling to
st#y of their life in the days before ()ppart the house and relinquish possession of the ministerial lot according
the white race crowded the Indian
f the lea?e j, which he went on the lot and into the house
You will see Baluk. mighty hunter June 28, 1770.” The committee reported, that said Starling met them,
of the tojibway tribe, discover a bull' at the same time abusing them with scurrilous language and unusual
moose being fought by timber wolves, behavior, shutting them out of doors and ringing a cow bell.”
Armed oniy with hta long spear.
TR
.„ f M
Adams, Jated A
, 27, 1792, was probated
Baluk joins in the battle, drives aw’ay
the timber wolves, and kills the bull
moose, of this battle, which you
actually see, Orantland Rice, the fa-

I
.
‘
.
’
.
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| September 19, 1797, and was witnessed by I hurston Whiting, Jacob

Firpo fight." You see Baluk chief of
his tribe, being offered as a human
sacrifice, a living man burning on a
funeral pyre, to appease the hunting gods who the Indians think have
driven away all game, so that the
lndians are starving.

Cushing, September 19, 1797. Moses Copeland and Joseph Copeland,
both of Cushing, qualified as sureties on their official bond. Mr. Adams
bequeathed to his wife Mary during her natpral life, the south-east front
,
,
-. , , •, . ,
.
, .
iloom ln his dwelling house together with the kitchen, oven and well; his
best feather bed with all necessary appurtenances to the same; all necessarv furniture for one room; necessary kitchen utensils; one good cow to
be kept both summer and winter; fire wood brought to her door and cut
'or the chimney during her life; fifteen bushels bread corn of different
kinds; flax and wool annually sufficient to keep her bedding and clothing
jn repajr. a sufficient annual supply of potatoes and vegetables, tea, coffee
and sweetenjng anj other necessaries. To his daughters Sela Baker, Mar
garet Gray and Hope Davis he gave one cow each; to his daughters Hope
Davis and Lucy Graham six shillings each, and his household furniture to
be equally divided among them; to his granddaughters Polly Baker, Polly
Bradford and Polly Adams, daughters of his son Richard, one tablespoon
apiece; to his son Richard all his wearing apparel; to his grandson Richard
his large pair of gold sleeve buttons; to his grandson Robert Davis, son of
his daughter Hope , his small pair of gold sleeve buttons; to his sons Rich
ard, Thomas and George his homestead premises, stock, farming tools and
implements, Crotch Island, situated near his farm on Meduncook river,
and the remainder of his estate to be equally divided among them.
On November 21, 1775, the local Committee of Correspondence
petitioned the General Court of the Province of Massachusetts for
assistance to protect the citizens and to defend the plantation of Medun
cook from British assaults. The petitioners set forth “that whereas we
are in danger of enemies as much as other places, although the good Provi
dence of God had hitherto protected us, blessed be His name, yet we count
it our duty to use the best means we can for our safety and defense, and in
order thereunto we think it necessary to have Military Officers among us,
to which we did expect some help from Col. Cargill, but have not so yet
recenved it, and so arc destitute of Commanders.
“Wheteupon a very considerable part of our people have made choice
of Mr. Richard Adams for the Captain, and Mr. Jonah Gay for their

A? a u!lTaX after „many 10th5'
comparison with this climax, you sc.
the Rtampede of thousands of caribou .when these animals are attacked
h> tin staning Indians. The held
breaks /and rushes over (the little
group of desperate hunters.—adv.

CARNIVAL
At
SOUTH THOMASTON
5.00 to

Foot Remedies

$139.50

Phoebe Crosby and Reginald Boardman in Fine Program At Universa
list Church

f

Graffam and John Short. He appointed his sons Richard, Thomas and
(;eor(,c as executors. Thomas Adams having deceased, letters testamore8 Sng^than The “^mXy- ’"-tary were issued to Richard and George Adams mariners both of

Foot Test

with the

THIS EVENING’S CONCERT

eTn --------- "T—
STRAND THEATRE

Big Dance

It’s entirely
new—

duces to Maine and adjacent com
munities a new non-premium gaso
line, according to W. L. Whelpley.
district manager ot Portland. Known
as Socony Banner gasoline, the new
motor fuel hias been placed on tap
simultaneously at gas stations in the
cities and towns in this district.
The occasion will be celebrated
with public band concerts in most
Maine cities and Rockland will be
among them with a concert and barn
dance in Postofflce square by the
Rockland City Band.
"The new gasoline does not Indi
cate any intensified competition in
this territory on our part, but is
rather the Standard Oil Company’s
response to the need for a new non
premium gas that would be in line
with developments in automobile
engine design,” Mr. Whelpley said.
“Our research chemists were In
structed to produce a non-premium
gas with' premium qualities. These
included anti-knock quality, high
mileage rate, freedom from gum, and
a range of boiling points that would
insure quick starting, instant pickup, and added power.
From the
standpoint of better and cheaper mo
toring, the laboratory reports that
the new gasoline should prove as Im
portant a development in automotive
fuel as the high compression engine
was In the mechanical field.”—adv.

rhe Juggler.................................. tTocli

Assisted by

All the Carroll Favorites and

AND

Saturday For Socony Ban

The Rockland Gazette was established ln
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
Following several months of lab
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The oratory experimentation and
ex
Free Press was established In 1855 and In
1891 changed Its name to tbe Tribune. These haustive road tests, the Standard Oil
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Company of New York now Intro

of the

BLUEBERRIES

Band Will Play

Rockland

ROCKLAND, MAINE

AUG. 15 and 16

8 00 P. M.—E. S. T.

SUPPER
5.00 to 7.00 P. M.

“THE
WOMANLESS
WEDDING”
A FARCE AT 8.00

Comedy Act*
Dancing After the Play
FRIDAY, AUGUST 15
96-97

[Continued on Page Eight]
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SOLDIERS and SAILORS j

Thursday
Issue

COMPETING

FOR

REAL PRIZE

Curtis Bok, Son of Late Philanthropist, Offers $250 To
Winner of Knox County League
Tremendous impetus is given to
the Knox County Twilight League
by the offer of Curtis Bok, who an
nounces in a letter to George Thomas,
manager of the Camden team, that he
will award $250 to th'e team having
the highest percentage at the close
of the season. Under the conditions
laid down by Mr. Bok none but ama
teurs can play on any of the compet
ing teams.
St. George is at present leading the
league, but Rockland and Camden
are only a short distance behind, and
Thomaston would need but little
strengthening to place it in the run
ning. The season will close not
earlier than Sept. 6.
Mr. Bok is a son of the late Edward
W. Bok who did so much to promote
•baseball interest in Knox County,
and h'as been playing* first base for
the Camden learn. Every line of his
letter breathes the spirit of good
sportsmanship, and his offer will fur
nish the climax to a season of ama
teur baseball which has been pro
ductive of a much higher class of
sport than anybody had expected.
.Mr. Bok’s letter follows:
• * • •
Camden. Aug 7.
I am writing to you, as the one
whom I know best of th'ose ln charge
of the Knox County Baseball League,
composed of Camden, Rockland. St.
George, and Thomaston. If you and
those others in charge think well of
it. I should like to offer an award of
$250 to the one of those four teams
which has the highest percentage of
games won at the end of the current
baseball season, which 1 understand
is on or about Labor Day. Before
finally declaring the winning team,
each team should, it seems to me,
have played an equal number of
games, unless in the case of any team
which has played fewer games than
the others tlie result could not be
altered by the deficiency in games
being made up.
My whole idea in suggesting this
award is to stimulate baseball in this

AMBASSADOR

county by giving the teams some
thing definite to work for. This may
not only help the gate receipts but
may also make the competition
heavier. The only condition that I
want to attach to any offer is that the
status of all the players l>c and re
main absolutely amateur.
By this T mean that no player shall
receive, directly or indirectly, any
money or any promise or thing of
value for playing. If there is any sus
picion that this is being done, whether
the suspicion can be proved or not.
I reserve the right to withhold th^
award, regardless of which team is
involved. I should think the com
munity will approve this condition,
for in the past we have had both
amateur and professional basebaff,
and as I read the verdict, it is en
tirely in favor of the former.
Perhaps I should add, for the sake
of clarity, that if any team has a
surplus of total gate receipts over
total expenses at the end of the sea
son, it may use that surplus as it
pleases. It is certainly not objec
tionable for a team to make money
from a public which is willing to pay
for the pleasure of seeing good base
ball, but it seems to me that this
local pleasure is destroyed if the pub
lic feels that the players are pri
marily working for their salaries or
promises o f reward other than for the
fun of making their team the best
in the league.
I am sorry I have not been able to
make my offer earlier in tlie season.
At the time of this writing, however,
there are still enough games unplayed
and the teams are so closely balanced
in the percentage column that I think
each one has an approximately equal
sporting ch'ance to be on top by Labor
Day.
I leave to you and the others in
charge all necessary and proper ar
rangements for presenting the award.
Use this letter in any way you want,
but couple it with m.v very sincere
wish that the best team may win.
W. Curtis Bok.
• • • *
The various teams playing have
agreed that the one winning the prize
(should1 the winner be other than
Camden) shall play that team on its
home grounds, Camden to receive the
gate receipts.

MORROW

ILL

But His Condition “Gives No Alarm”—Mrs. Morrow and
Daughter Constance Return To Englewood
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow left North dor Morrow might come very late in
Haven for her home in Englewood, N. the summer. This would not he sur
prising, for the New Jersey Sena
J. Tuesday night, and coincident with
torial candidate could scarcely find
her departure comes word of her h'usa better place for the recuperative
band’s illness in Mexico City. Just process which h'e may find necessary.
how serious his condition may have
On her return to Englewood Tues
been Is not stated, but yesterday’s day Mrs. Morrow was accompanied
despatches said that no alarm was hy her youngest daughter Miss Con
felt, and that his rndisposition is due stance, hut her eldest daughter. Miss
to over work. This can he readily Elizabeth Morrow, remains until Hhe
understood, for between his duties as has more fully recovered her health.
ambassador to Mexico, his participa
Whether the Lindberghs will come
tion in the London naval conference again this season is a matter of
and his political campaign in New speculation. Th'o Colonel is said to
Jersey, he has been one of the busiest have told an official at the CurtissWright flying field Monday .night
national figures In the country.
Mrs. Morrow was inclined to think that he should be a frequent visitor
that this might be her last visit of at the airport.
Do we need to add that he will be
the season to North Haven, although
she intimated that she and Ambassa a welcome one?

FIDDLERS, AHOY I

NEED OF A W00DL0T

Those Over 75 Asked To

Is Impressed Upon Knox and Lincoln
Farmers By Forestry Specialist

Take Part In Waterville

Concert
A. W. Haney of Waterville who Is
conducting the fiddlers’ contest to be
h'eld in connection witii the Three
•
Quarter Century Club meeting at
Waterville, Friday, says that It seems
very difficult to get In touch with the
old-time violinists.
He has been
fortunate in securing several con
testants. hut desires more entrants.
Every fiddler In Maine who is over
75 years of age is eligible to enter the
contest. In a recent interview Mr.
Haney says, “Some of these oid-tixners we can get in touch with only
through the papers. I want every
fiddler who is planning to attend the
meeting to bring his fiddle, as there
will he ample time to enter before
the contest takes place.”
Mr. Haney is a well-known violin
maker and repairer. He is exerting
every means possible to find these old
time fiddlers in order to make this
particular contest a success. If read
ers know’ of anyone eligible, will yiey
communicate at once with A. W.
Haney. 5 Lawrence street, Waterville,
Maine?
This is the contest which interested
Rudy Vallee, and that famous Maine
son has contributed the prize for the
w’inner. It has been suggested that
“Mellie” Dunham serve as one of the
judges, as h'e is to have a very promi
nent place on the program of the day.
“PEG O’ MY HEART”

Thomaston’s own star, Adelyn
Bushnell, will appear as guest star
Saturday night in Watts hall when
the Carroll Players present “Peg o’
My Heart” and Miss Edith Kellar
will make her debut in the charming
role of Ethel. The play is concerned
with a Irish American girl. Peg,
daughter of a cast off iEnglish mother,
who is taken unwillingly, hy her
English relatives for education and
polishing. She does not take kindly
to many of their ideas and conven
tions with delightful and intriguing
results.

Hutchinson

R. M. Hutchinson, forestry special
ist, has been in Knox and Lincoln
counties this week assisting county
agent Wentworth in plotting woodlot
improvement demonstrations. Quar
ter acre plots were laid out In tho
woodlots of Albert Elwell, Waldo
boro; H. V. Starrett.
Warren:
Lincoln Chapman, Nobleboro and
Charles Weeks, Bunker Hill. The
trees to be removed this winter were
marked and the amount of hoard
feet on the plot estimated.
Mr. Hutchinson feels that althnugn
there are not any large timber lots
in the county, every farm should have
a woodlot. This, with proper care,
would yield a good return to the
farmer during the winter honths.

Knox County boys and girls wrho
are planning to attend school In and
around Boston this, winter, can find
excellent accommodations at tlie
home of a former Rockland woman,
Nellie A. Follett, whose home is at 69
Gainsboro street, suite 4. within a few'
minutes’ walk of Boston University,
Burdett’s, Bryant & Stratton's. Bent
ley School and New’ England Conser
vatory. Mrs. Follett’s telephone is
Copley 5831-J.—adv.
*

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again 1 would have
made a rule to read Rome poetry and llRten
to Rome music at least once a week. The
Iorr of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.

'* GO. LOVELY ROSE
Go, lovely Rose—
Tell her, that wastes her time and me,
•That now she knows.
When I resemble her to thee.
How sweet and fair she seems to be.
Tell her. that’s young
And shuns to have (her gracee spied.
That hadst thou sprung
In deserts where no men abide.
Thou must have uiicommeuded died.

Small Is the 'worth
Of beauty from tho light retired:
Bid her come forth.
Suffer herself to he -desired.
And not blush so to |>e admired.

Then die—that she
The common fate of all thngs rare
May read, in tlteo
How small a part of time they share
That are so wondrous sweet and fair.
—Edmund Waller.
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he got TO heaven

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Jeremiah Wintergreen Tried

Rockland. Me.. Aug. 14. 1930. |
Personally appeared Frank <S. Lyddie, who i
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the I
jfflce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 12. 1930, there was •
printed a total of 6331 copies.
Before me,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 14, 1930

Several Ways Vainly —
Spring “Pome" Did It

FRANK B. MILLER.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Once upon a time there was a man
He giveth power to the faint; and by the name of Jeremiah Winter
to them that have no might he in- green. Now Jerry's best girl had
creaseth strength.—Is. 40:29.
given him the shake, as girls some
times will, and he was very much
down in the mouth about it. So much
STATE ELECTION
so in fact that
"Jeremiah Wintergreen
(September 8th)
Notary Public.

REPUBLICAN TICKET

Wished to wear an angel's robes,
Wished to sail in heavenly sheen
Round the gay celestial globes.

CUSHING

RADIO

STATION

OPENS

The new Cushing radio station WAG. operated by the Mackay Radio and
Telegraph Company, went on the air at 9.30 this morning, a general message
to all ships in the North Atlantic being sent by Chief Operator Lee. Jercnte
Burrows turned the switch which admitted the power to the building. Judge
Frank B. Miller and Mayor Charles M. Richardson pushed the buttons which
turned on the respective sets. George W. Hanson, chief construction
engineer, was master of ceremonies. A more complete report will appear in
Saturday's issue.
The first commercial message was received at 10.15 a. nt. from the Steam
ship Baltic 1800 miles at sea. and was forwarded to a party in Philadelphia.

HIGH

CLASS TWILIGHT

AT FOODLAND

GAMES

As the druggists all refused him the

U. S. Senator—Wallace H. White, 1 wherewith, he went to his room at the
Jr. of Lewiston.
I boarding house, locked the door and
Govern-r—Wm. Tudor Gardiner of | loaded a revolver with the idea of
Gardiner.
| blowing out what little brains he had.
State Auditor—Elbert D. Hayford of A neighbor who suspected his inten
sions burst open the door and stayed
Farmingdale.
Congressman—Donald B. Partridge his arm just in time to save his life.
Still. Jerry was not satisfied. He pro
of Norway.
cured a rope, went out into the woods,
Senator—George L. St. Clair of tied one end of the rope to the limb
Rockland.
of a tree.
Register of Probate—Charles L.
"And the other end he looped
Veazie of Rockport.
Round his neck: then made a spring,
But before his spirit scooped,
County Treasurer—Irving Lawton
A park policeman cut the string."
Bray of Rockland.
Still he persisted in his purpose.
Register of Deeds—Albert Winslow He sought the lonely dock at early
of Rockland.
dawn and stood for a time listening to
Sheriff—Frank F. Harding of Rock- i the waves as they plunked against the
land.
spiles.
County Attorney — Leonard 'R. j
"Then .he leaped the string piece o'er,

EVERYTHING TO EAT

Rockland and St. George Pull Off Victories In Close Con
tests With Plenty of Thrills

AT OUR MEAT COUNTER
lb. 10c
lb. 18c

HAMBURG STEAK,
PORK FOR ROASTING,

! ninghant 4. hy Bennett 7. Sacrifice
hits. Seavey, Brackett.
Hit by
pitcher
Plaisted.
Double
plays,
Seavey. Fowler and Wotton; Seavey,
Wotton and McCarty.
Umpires.
Mealey and M. Sawyer.
Scorer,
• a a *
tVinslow.
The League Standing
....
St. George continues its fast pace
Pat French, former Rockland cap
hut the fact that it is having to week tain. is having a cosy time in the Pine
hard for every game shows that any Tree I.eagqe. leading that outfit yvitli
thing may happen in the next three a hatting average of .534. and promis
weeks. Tlie seesaw game continues ing io break all batting records in it.
...»
as to second and third positions. The
standing:
Now why don't we all turn to and
Won
Lost
P.C. help Tom Chisholm remove that un
Cleft the water like a knife :
Campbell of Rockland.
St. George ........... 9
B
.643 sightly fence from In front of the
And an Irish stevedore
Gaffed him back to lonely life."
Rockland ............... 7
.539 third base bleachers?
6
Commissioner—Adin L. Hopkins of
Then pneumonia set in and came Camden .................. 7
.500
• • • •
Camden.
8
.385
Bennett's sudden departure from
Representatives—Albert C. McLoon, very near getting him. But he pulled Thomaston ........... 5
the box in Tuesday night's game was
Rockland; Edwin S? Vcse, Cushing; through.
Bennett, the Camden pitching ace, due. 'not to a lame arm as many sup
"Then unto himself he said.
Fred E. Burkett, Union; Granville
As |ie thought the problem o'er :
la
confined
to
the
house
with
grippe,
posed. but to a stitch in his back—an
Bachelder, St. George; George E.
Heaven, that will not have me dead.
and the baseball public in all four experience similar to one whieh he
Allen, Camden.
Keeps some high fate In store.
towns is gorrv.
had while pitching for Higgins last
Then he decided to sidetrack the
spring. He is one of the best young
suicide idea and become a great poet.
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
Rockland 3. Camden 2
pitchers in this section of the State,
So he evolved a spring "pome" of
Captain
Jones'
Limerock
City
lads
and works every minute for the suc
U. S. Senator—Frank H. Haskell of ninety-nine verses and took it to the
were
back
in
second
place
Tuesdaycess of his team.
city editor of The Courier-Gazette for
Portlanu.
night after a hectic battle with the
Governor—Edward C. Moran, Jr. of publication.
team from the Megunticook town,
Labor Day falls on Sept. 1 this
"Then that Editor arose,
Rockland.
engineered
by
Manager George year—altogether too early to close a
And he was an /Editor.
There was muscle In his clo’s—
State Auditor—Helen N. Hanson of
Thomas. The home team made errors baseball season and The CourierIn his eye a look of gore.
Calais.
a-plenty and was somewhat over- Gazette is happy to announce that
zealous in its baserunning, but it sur the Knox County Twilight League
Congressman—Albert Beliveau of
"Jeremiah (Wintergreen
Cot to heaven, pretty sharp
fed both of these expensive han will play at least one week longer
Rumford.
That time : with estatie mien ,
dicaps. and deserves ail the more There is nothing to prevent this as
Senatoi—Fred O. Bartlett of Rock
Twangs he now a golden harp."
credit for winning.
the players are not on salary, and few
land.
Dunt.
The fans beheld a new man in the of them go back to school before the
Register of Probate—Oscar A. Cope
Hope. Me.
box for Rockland—"Ike” Cunningham middle of the month. The fans are
land of Warren.
by name, and Coast Guardsman By just beginning to realize what good
County Treasurer — Donald P. LOWERED THE RECORD occupation. While Ike is a new figure sport the League is providing and it
George of Thomaston.
to many- who are attending this sea uffWld he a crime to interrupt it at
Register of Deeds—Henry H. Pay- Capt. Hawks In Texaco 13 son's games, he is well remembered an early date.
• • • •
by those who patronized that other
son of Rockland.
Crossed Continent In Fast Twilight League at (Oakland park
St. George 2. Thomaston 0
Sheriff—Oscar W. Carroll of Rock
not so many years ago. His advent
port.
Maurice Sawyer pitched one of the
est Time
was marked by faulty support at best games of the season at Com
County Attorney—Ensign Otis of
tim^s. but he never lost heart, and munity Park last night and held the
Rockland.
Fighting stormy weather during a did splendid work in the pinches as
Commissioner—Ralph W. Johnson great part of the distance between noted in the third and ninth innings league-leading St. George team to
of Camden.
New York and Los Angeles. Captain when he fanned the last man with five hits, but there were two valid
reasons why Thomaston did not win
Representatives—James J. O’Hara Frank M. Hawks, in his Travelair runners on. And the seventh inning One was that the St. George hits
of Rockland; Winthrop J. Whitney of Mystery ship "Texaco 13.” shattered would probably have witnessed the were long and well timed; and the
Friendship; Herbert E. Messer of ail east to west transcontinental loss of the game had he not fanned other was that Thomaston could n't
Union; William A. Smith of Vinal speed records Aug. 6. by the generous Leonard. It was in this seventh in hit Poole in the pinches.
margin of 3 hours and 50 minutes. ning also that a very sharp play was
haven; Everett N. Hobbs of Hope.
Thomaston's best chance came in
His time was 14 hours and 50 minutes made when Grafton was thrown out
the second inning when successive I
as
compared
to
the
previous
record
at
the
plate
oh
a
relay
—
McCarty
to
SAW MANY METEORS
hits were made hy Condon. Hinckley
of 18 hours and 40 minutes.
Wotton, to Flanagan. Another nota and Grafton, but Condon was caught
Captain
Hawks
averaged
approxi

ble
play
In
this
game
was
when
William Hosmer Of Camden Counted
napping at second. Poole was to.
43.—'Twas Cold And the Cat Got mately 200 miles per hour while in Seavey threw Leonard out at first, much for Mealey. In the third Innin
the
air.
Waving
made
five
stops
for
and
Wotton
shot
the
ball
to
McCarty
very Sleepy.
Thomaston had men on second an 1
iefuellng purposes at Columbus, Ohio In season to catch Grafton.
third hut Poole sat Maurice Sawyer
St.
Louis.
Mo.,
Wichita,
Kansas,
A
sacrifice
hit
by
Seavey.
with
Camden. Aug. 13.
down. The third inning was the
Albuquerque,
New
Mexico,
and
Kingsingles
by
Flanagan
and
Cunningham
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
last in which a Thomaston man s tw
man,
.Ariz.
This
in
itself
was
enabled Rockland to tie the score in the first base. With one down Hinckley
I am sending my re;>ort about the
last two nights' shower of meteors. I tribute to the complete network of fifth. The game remained deadlock and Grafton singled, but Mealey
Texaco
service
facilities
which
reach
until the seventh when singles by- fouled to "Sump" and Chaples flied
began to watch at 8.15 and saw a fine
one right at the start. It was like a from coast to coast. At the designat
Richards and Grafton, coupled with out to that alert St. George first
ed
airports
a
Texaco
crew
eagerlysky-rocket, bursting into several
a brace of infield errors, put Camden sacker. John Davidson.
awaited
the
daring
airman's
arrival
bright sparks. When 1 stopped ob
one run in the lead.
Now here's how St. George did It.
serving at 12.15 1 had counted nearly giving him and his aerial steed re
Camden had possibilities In the "Sonny Boy" Dwyer, first man up In
plenishments
smacking
of
the
days
of
25 bright and faint ones. Two ap
eighth, with Wadsworth on second the second inning lambasted the hall
peared at the same time. Some had the pony express. The efficiency ef and only one down. Boynton flied | far into right field. J'nder ordinary
long tails. Last night I watched from their work throughout Is exemplified to Fowler and Richards fanned.
conditions it would have been godd
early in the evening until 3.30 this in the fact that Capt. Hawks beat his
Rockland's half of the eightti was for two bags, possibly three, but the
morning and saw 18. It was pretty own estimated time of 15 hours in
happy- moment fot^ the home folks. ball landed in high grass and I re
cold both nights—48 degrees. My cat spite of adverse weather condition’. Jones exercised that well knoyvn dis mained lost until Dwyer had complet
•watched with me. but he got sleepy. He stated that he held the ship at criminating eye of his and walked. ed the circuit.
The tools i used to observe with were an average altitude of 9000 feet but Foster's single advanced him to sec
In the sixth inning Monaghan
a watch with which to time them, a went up to 14,000 feet at one time and ond. but Wotton, who had been wield planted a beautiful triple in left
flashlight, and note-book and pencil. as low as 5000 feet while in search of ing the willow in mighty fashion, garden and scored on Simmons' sacri
William Hosmer.
more favorable winds.
popped a fly to Grafton and there fice fly to Chaples.
It was a beautiful game to watch,
Details on the special air-cooled were two down, with home plate ap
motor and on the construction of the parently farther away than Win with only one error to mar the pleas
"ON MY SET"
ure of the behelffers; some long hits
new "mystery plane'' have been given chester was from Sheridan.
out by the Texas Company and reveal
But Sheridan got there, and so did to electrify them; and some lively
The R-100 passed Anticosti
several new developments in engine Jones, and so did Foster for Fowler yagging in the third base bleachers.
Island at 4.15 this morning on her
There was a good crowd in attend
and plane building. Power is sup smashed out a liher that was good for
way to Europe.
plied by a Wright Whirlwind J-6 300- wo bases. This really ended the con ance. The blase sports who profess
horsepower special racing engine. test, for Camden hit into a double to look down on amateur sport d n’t
The morning bulletins say that
knofi- what they're missing.
Cooling fins have also been placed in her half of the ninth.
Sharkey has agreed to fig'ht
The score:
on the redesigned cylinder heads and
Grafton turned in a remarkable
Carmera in Chicago next month.
upon the spark plugs. Special spark assist and Dailey did distinguishing
St. George
plugs for supercharged engines are work in middle garden.
ab r bh tb po a e
Excellent reception last night
used.
An
entirelynew
design
of
The score:
Monaghan, rf ....
4 0 0
gave the baseball fans a chance
rocker
box
has
heen
incorporated
in
Archer, c .........
0 8 1
to hear Grantland Rice's inter
Rockland
the
engine,
containing
a
heavy
oil0 0 n
Simmons, ef ..... 3
view with Babe Ruth. The Home
ab r bh th po
soaked felt lining to insure thorough
Dwyer, 3b ....
5 1 2
Run King practically concedes
McCarty.
3b
.....
4
0
lubrication to the valve action.
Davidson, lb
0 12 0
the American League pennant to
Jones, cf ........... 3 1
The
“
Texaco
13"
itself
carries
an
Poole, p .........
0 12
the Athletics, as well he might.
Foster,
If
....
.......
4
1
engine cowling developed by the Na
Schrelber. 2b
He sees hard sledding for the
0 2 2
3
10
Wotton.
lb
.......
4
0
tional Advisory Committee on Aero
Cubs, with Brooklyn and the
C. Smith, ss ..
2 1 2
3
4
Fowler,
2b
.........
4
0
narties. whieh' gives the'eraft a speed
Lowell, If .......
Giants pressing so closely. I hope
i evening? Mr. Burnham's two daugh-|
Brackett,
rf
.....
2
0
UNION
increase of about thirty miles an hour
some of the local fans heard
I ters accompanied him and helped
Seavey,
ss
.......
2
0
while the cockpit cowling and wind
11 27
what Ruth said about “choking
■ with the music.
Flanagan,
c
.....
3
1
Bari Lermond and eon Carl have
shield, whieh are in combination,
up” on the bat.
Miss Marjory- Morang of Augusta is
Thomaston
1
1
Cunningham,
p....
3
0
were so designed by Captain Hawks
returned to Swampscott, Mass., after ! vIgitlng her C0UBin Kthel .Marie Perry,
ab r bh tb po
that another five miles an hour ad
a visit with his irarcnts, Mr. and Mrs. , jjrg Mattle Plummer who has been
The Rockland Lions Club was yes
29 3 8 8 27 15 5 ) Benner, ss ........ 4 0 0 0 2
vantage is obtained.
Charles Lermond.
boarding at P. D. Perry's for the past ]
0
0
I
Boggs,
lb
.........
3
0
6
terday entertained with a talk on
Camden
The plane Is owned by the Texas
B. H. Burkett is having concrete six years is now in Camden Hospital |
L. Sawyer, 2b .. 4 0 0 0 0
Florida, given bv -W. O. Fuller whose Company, and the projected cross
ab r bh tb po a
work done at his home at Union where she was taken after falling in j
M. Sawyer, p .... 4 0 0 0 0
knowledge of that corner of the Union
country flight is sponsored by Texaco Dailey, cf .........
Common.
the floor and fracturing her hip on j
1 11
Condon, c ......... 4 0
is derived from bis three winter visits
as a continuation of its aviation pro Plaisted. 3b.......
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. B. Seliger are Aug. 1. At last v»»jior^ she was rest
Hinckley, 3b .. 4 0 2 2
there. It was in no sense a trav
motion work. Among other things, Thomas, c .........
soon to move into the house owned ing comfortably. Mrs. Plummer is j
Grafton, If ......... 3 0
elogue; neither did it contain the ex
by Charles Burgees.
nearly 90 years of age.
Mealey, ef ....... 3 0
ploitation or criticism to which the th’e flight of this new and terrifically Bennett, p. If ....
Mrs. Walter Anderson of Provi
Mrs. Nellie Bradford and son Alden
Chaples, rf ....... 3 0
average lecturer resorts when speak fast “Texaco 13" has demonstrated Wadsworth, jib
the
feasibility
of
a
fast
coast-to-eoast
Boynton,
if.
p
....
dence,
R.
I..
Mrs.
Alice
Whiting
of
of Augusta are spendirlg tills week
ing of the land of sunny skies and
express
service
for
the
transportation
Richards.
2b
.....
North
Attleboro,
.Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
with her sisters Etliel and Gertrude
32 0 6 6 24 7 0
erstwhile boom. On the contrary, it
St. George ..... 01000100 x—2 Mrs. Wil'bur Calloway and son Don Moody.
was an anecdotal resume treated in of unusually valuable mail and cargo Grafton, ss .......
0
0
0
such
as
securities,
business
papers
Leonard,
rf
.......
Two-base hit, C. Smith. Three- ald of Madison. N. J., were guests of j
a lighter vein, the humor of which
li.-tse hit. Monaghan.
Home run. Mr. and [Mrs. Walter Ayer last week.
appealed to every listener.
The and other articles on which there
SOUTH HOPE
a
premium
for
speedy
movement.
33
2
5
5
24
12
2
Dwyer. Bases on halls, off M Saw
Mrs. Ralph Harrington and chil
“locale" consisted mainly of Miami on
Captain
Hawks
is
one
of
the
best
Rockland
........
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
x
—
3
yer 2. Struck out, hy Poole
off dren of Natick, Mass., spent the
the East Coast and Tampa on the
00100010 0 2 M. Sawyer 12. Sacrifice hits. Sim weekend with Mr. and Mrs. George I Charles Dunbar spent the weekend
West coast, becoming descriptive known fliers in North America. He Camden ..... .
sightseeing in Boston.
saw
service
with
the
United
States
mons,
Boggs.
Umpires,
Black
ind
only when the speaker told of the
Base on balls, off Cunningham 3,
Cameron. iShe was accompanied on
Arthur Payson has returned to his
man-wrought wonders whieh have Air Service during tho World War off Bennett 1. Struck out. by Cun- Moore. iScorer. Winslow.
her return hy her son Arthur who
been performed at Davis Islands. Mr. and has since been conspicuously
has heen spending several weeks in home in Waltham. Mass., after spencting two weeks vacation with his
Fuller told of atlendanee at Rotary- active in commercial aviation both in
nine different body models. The ex Union.
HAS WIRE WHEELS
Club sessions in company with Cyrus the United States and Mexico
.Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Curtis and Mr. nephews. Albert and Leslie Heath.
tensive
color
combinations
used
on
the
H. K. Curtis, and the humorous in Since 1927, as superintendent of the
William Carver is suffering from
bodies, plus the added color har and Mrs. Lewia Curtis of Wakefield,
cidents which were tlie outgrowth of aviation division of the Texas Com Chevrolet Has Added Distinctive monies available on the new wheels, Mass., were weekend guests at the a dislocated thumb.
Features
To
All
1930
Models
pany.
he
has
made
a
series
of
inter
it: of his golf sessions with the Nel
Mrs. Joseph Cassidy df Ingraham
will mean that the purchaser of a car home of Mr. and Mrs. James Cam
son McDougall, the Bert MrLoons nationally famous flights, culmina
in the low priced field will he able to eron.
Hill is spending a few days with her
Further
Individuality
in
the
selec

ing
last
April
in
his
glider
flight,
the
and the Kennedy Cranes; of his
Miss Amelia Brickman of Cincin mother. Mrs. Albert Heath.
obtain greater individuality in his car
meetings with Gen. Adelbert Ames first of its kind attempted, between tion of a car in the low priced field
than was possible heretofore.
nati is at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
IMi&s Lucretia Pushaw has moved
San
Diego,
Cal.,
and
New
York,
when
and John D. Rockefeller. lie also re
was made possible today with the an
The option of wire or disc wheels Herbert Bowes.
into Dr. Burleigh Mansfield’s house
lated some interesting natural history he was towed behind a powered air nouncement that wire or disc wheels
went into effect on Aug. 1. Dealers
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson and where she is doing light housekeep
facts about alligators. Breaks in the plane. This flight was completed
narrative were bridged hy stories I old one week. Captain Hawks arrivin are now optional equipment, without with cars having only disc wheels, daughter Janette are In Boston for a ing.
John Dunbar who is studying jn
in characteristic manner. Yester almost on the minute in Van Cort extra cost, on new Chevrolet Six pas at that time were supplied with sets week.
day's guests were Representative landt Park where he was enthusias senger cars. Formerly’ disc wheels of new wire wheels to make the
the General Electric plant al Lynn.
change-over
for
those
purchasers
de

Granville N. Bachelder of St. George tically received.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mass., accompanied by a friend. Jbe
were standard equipment except for siring it.—adv.
and Judge Frank B. Miller.
Leonard, is spending his vacation
sport models, on which wire wheels
Yale has had gifts amounting to
Mr .and Mrs. Leroy Moody and son with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The Three-Quarter Century folks more than $20,000,000 within a year were mounted at the factory. Since
Warren and A. H. Moody were week Charles Dunbar.
GLADIOLUS—DAHLIAS
the
latter
part
of
July,
all
passenger
but
tho
trouble
is
that
nobody
ever
end guests of relatives in Augusta.
will gather at 8 o'clock tomorrow
Miss Alice Moody entered Camden
morning at Thorndike Hotel there to dies leaving a good back-field.— models are being shipped with wire Now blooming, 300 varieties embrac
FOGLER-PAYSON REUNION
ing
every
color,
type
and
size
wheels,
while
disc
wheels
also
are
Community Hospital Tuesday for a
The annual reunion of the Foglerenffkark for Waterville. This is of New York Evening Post.
A
Welcome
Awaits
You
being
built
to
accommodate
those
tonsil operation.
Payson families will be held at Penob
coure 8 o'clock daylight. The return
ATHERTON'S FLORAL GARDENS
The laws of the country forbid con purchasers who prefer this type.
Rev. Ardale Cross, pastor of Apple- scot View Grange hall. Glencove.
will be made in the late afternoon.
The
new
wheel
equipment
is
finGranite
Hill,
’
Hallowell
'
ton Baptist Church and Rev. Mr. Wednesday. Aug. 27. 1930. No post
Proprietor O'Neil as usual extends tinuous polygamy, but we have sub
Take Winthrop Street
Burnham of South Montville Church ponement.
the full courtesy of the comfortable stituted for it consecutive polygamy.— I ished in a wide variety of colors to
Rev. John Carter Spilth,
I
harmonize
with
the
body
trim
of
99T12O
exchanged places for last Sunday 97UI
Martha F. Clark. Sec.
Thorndike lobby and rest r9OPlsComing Games

Friday (5.30 p. m.)—Thomaston at
Rockland.
Saturday (4 p. m.)—St. George at
Camden.

FRYING CHICKENS,
BROILING CHICKENS,

11

UI. OjuC

NATIVE FOWL,
TOP ROUND STEAK,
CUBE STEAK,
FACE OF RUMP,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

35c
35c
35c
35c

Small Young Tender Lamb
FOREQUARTERS,
LEGS FOR ROASTING,
CHOPS, a low price,
FLANK, for stewing or fry,
STEWING CUTS,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

12c
29c
29c
05c
15c

Corned Beef, FREE Cabbage
8c lb.~10c lb.- -15c lb.
CHUCK ROAST,
RUMP ROAST,
POT ROAST, boneless,
PRIME RIB ROAST, boneless,
MARROW SOUP BONES,
LEAN STEWING BEEF,
STEWING VEAL,
SALT PORK,
FRANKFORTS,
PREMIUM HAMS,

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

15c
25c
25c
35c
10c
25c
30c
14c
25c
31c

Other Very Good Values
SALADA TEA, 1-2 lb. pkg.,
39c
PALMOLIVE SOAP,
3 cakes 19c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES, 2 pkg. 15c
GORTON’S FISH CAKES, 2 cans 23c
SHREDDED WHEAT,
pkg. 10c
CRISCO,
1 lb. can 23c
GOLD DUST,
large package, 25c
EAGLE MILK,
2 cans 37c
CRABMEAT,
can 28c
NORWEGIAN SARDINES, 3 cans. 25c
SODA CRACKERS,
2 lb. box 29c
U_____________________________ 1

PRESERVING JARS
PINT SIZE

2 QUART SIZE

QUART SIZE

99c Doz.

$1.09 Doz.

$1.45 Doz.

SWEET MIXED PICKLES, qt. jar
DILL PICKLES,
qt.jar
SWEET PLAIN PICKLES,
qt.jar
SOUR PICKLES,
qt. jar
PLAIN OLIVES,
qtjar
STUFFED OLIVES,
qt. jar
FANCY SHRIMP,
2 cans
FANCY NATIVE TOMATOES, 2 lbs.
NATIVE CUKES,
7 for
. NATIVE SPINACH,
peck
STRINGLESS BEANS, native, 5qts.
CELERY, Native Grown,
bunch
FANCY COOKING APPLES, 5 lbs.
CREAMERY BUTTER,
lb.
LARGE LOAF BREAD,

39c
35c
45c
35c
39c
65c
29c
29c
25c
35c
25c
19c
25c
45c
07c

PICKLING SEASON HERE AGAIN
Here You Will Find Your Every Need
——

PERRY’S

NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES I

GILCHREST FAMILY

The annual retthfon of the NorWooVj The Gilcht'est family liold their reCarroll families will be held at Jeffer- i unlon at st George in thc Grang0
son Lake, Jefferson. Saturday. Aug. I
Aug ,, 19J0
96-97

AubyneL. rtawes. Sec.

[

..........................."

Emma W. Gilchrest,£ec.

-----------------

Our Produce Is Fresh From the Garden
Every Morning
3 5

FRUITS
AND ■ FANCY-VEGETABLES
-> .
.
■
.. ».......................
HIGHEST QUALITY—ABSOLUTELY FRESH ,

rown
WHOLESALE PRODUCE
Tillson Ave.

Rockland

Tels. 1235—1236
86-38
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Every-Other-Day
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I TALK OF THE TOWN
Hints For Homemakers
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

n-.

SPECIAL
CONCERT

BAND

-

ROCKLAND

-

MAINE

-

*.?

Saturday Evening, August 16,1930

COMING REUNIONS

Given By

Standard Oil Company of New York
INTRODUCING

SOCONY

Everybody Welcome
.

==

In the event of rain postponed to
* • August 23, 1930

birds do not mate until they are about
a year old and they are almost certain
Doves and pigeons, including both to he separated during the time in
wild and domestic varieties, generally tervening. Pairs hatched in the same
nest, namely, full brothers and. sis
luy two eggs to a setting. The BiB- ters. frequently mate with each other
logical Survey says that in alftnJt*' when raised in captivity or domesti
three cases out of four tlie two cation and pigeon fanciers are con
squabs hatched from these eggs are | stantly on the alert to prevent in
Dr. Oscar Kiddle, an
Jnale and female. In only about one i breeding.
ease out of four the two squabs are i eminent authority associated with the
of the same sex. When the young Carnegie Institution of Washington,
birds represent a pair the second egg says in a letter to The Pathfinder
laid is usually the one which hatejies that “we continually see evidence of
a female. It is not probable that a preferential matings of this sort when
pair from the same nest often mate such a pair have grown up in a
with each other In the wild staW. common cage with 50 or GO other ring
for the simple reason that the young doves.”
THE SEX OF DOVES

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
LEO DOUCETTE’S ISLAND PARK BAND

SATURDAY NIGHT
WILLIAMS’S. S. PENNSYLVANIANS

»'"/iV/iYtfSwiwiYy iw tv/iwawim S

XiffiSv/ivfSY'/

THE FALL FAIRS
Be Making Your Plans Now

For Those You Attend
Dates of 51 Maine agricultural fairs
ranging from Aug. 4 in Waterville
to Deq. 9. in Portland, were an
nounced 'by the Department of Agri
culture Monday. The number is the
same as last year.
The list of fairs in whieh this sec
tion is interested follows with date:
New Belfast Fair, Belfast, Aug.
12-14.
Eastern Maine State Fair, Bangor,
Aug. 18-21.
Hancock County Fair, Ellsworth,
Aug. 26-28.
Houlton
Agricultural
Society,
Houlton, Aug. __26-28.
S<?uth
Kennebec
Fair,
South
j Windsor, Seipt. 1-2.
Bluehill Fair, 'Bluehill, Sept. 1-3.
Maine State Fair, Lewiston, Sept.
1-4.
Northern Maine Fair, Presque Isle,
Sept. 2-4.
Waldo and Penobscot Agricultural
Society, Monroe, Sept. 5-6.
St. Georges Agricultural Fair, Mont
ville, Sept. 16-17.
North Knox Fair, Union, Sept.
23-25.

Unity Park Fair, Unity, Sept. 30Oct. 1.

Admission 50 Cents

beginning
tomorrow

Lincoln County Fair, Damariscotta,
Sept. 30-Oct. 2.
Tranquility Grange Fair, Lincoln
ville Center, Oct. 1.
Sagadahoc Agricultural and Horlcuitural Society, Topsham, Oct.
14-16.

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

1930 New Essex Coach, driv
en only Belfast to Rockland,
This is one of the most re-'
markable used car values
ever offered. It is absolute
ly like new; is in perfect',
condition, fully equipped
throughout, including trunks
rack—

$795.00

Drastic price cuts on
every low-priced ear
in our stock!
'•1929 WILLYS-KNIGHT 4-DOOR
SEDAN. Dark maroon with wire
wheels. Motor in perfect shape.
............................ -................................. *645

aain at............... ’........................ *595

1928
PONTIAC
ROADSTER,
wire wheels; very classy light
car. Only .....
*395

1929 ESSEX COACH, early se
ries. Good condition
*345 -

1929 PONTIAC
FOUR-DOOR
SEDAN. Mechanically O. K. A
fine buy at .....
*695

1929 ESSEX TOWN SEDAN, fine
condition throughout. A bar-

C. W. HOPKINS
65 Limerock Street,

Rockland, Maine
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NDISPENSABLE furnishings In
a well-regulated kitchen are ac
curate scales and measuring uten
sils; a pair of shears to be used only
in the preparation of foods; and.
since the success of so many dishes
depends upon correct timing, a re
liable clock such as one of the new
electric kind that plug into the wall
and can’t go p second off without
showing a warning signal.
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Another Lot of Printed Wash
19 cents
Regular value 49c to 59c

All firsts, cut from full pieces

You will find Ratines, Basket Weaves, Piques, etc.
Part Wool

J.

Blankets
Selling at less than wholesale

(Every Blanket Has An Initial)

Felt Hats

The Senter Stores made this extraordinary pur
chase from a well known blanket mill at far less
than prevailing market prices. Every blanket brand
new. part wool, bought especially and sold at a
saving that really challenges comparison. We
have never seen such a ‘blanket at this price!

White and Colored Felt Hats
To close out at a reduced price

2 for $1.00
Regularly $4.95—Size GGx'SO inches

Phone and Mail Orders Filled Promptly!

of Rockland.
POLLOCK-YOUNG At Rockland, Aug
by
Rev. JI. R. AVlttchcnbaugli. David Pollock,
formerly of Rockland and Helen L. it’. Young
of 'South Thomaston.
RANDALL-TYLER At Waterville. July 12.
WORK vs. TALENT
Karl C. Randall and (Miss Louis© uM. Tyler,
both of Rockland.
Thomas A. Edison submitted Wed
DAVIS-MARKS At Rockland, Aug. 9, by Rev.
Mr. Clark, Alden Davis and (Katherine nesday to questioning at tho hands of
Marks.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Two Cleaners

1930 Essex Coach

Watch our windows!

Alton M. Young is'at Knox Hospital
The Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
receiving treatment for an injuured is making eight-minute trips over
knee which has kept him confined to Boothbay Harbor Tuesdays and Wed
his home for a week past.
nesdays, and finding the public much
Interested in the proposition.
A 17-year-old boy who was one of
the State’s wards eloped with Barnes’
The limit in checker contests .was
circus when it showed in Augusta but reached the other night when Phil
the romance was cut short by the Thomas and J'oe-Simonton played
State Police when the show reached several games in a hammock with a
Rockland, and tlie boy is back where flashlight for illumination.
he will probably receive much better
care.
One of the interesting features nt
next Wednesday's Legion Fair In
Dr. J. A. Richan left this morn Thomaston will be the huge cake pre
ing for Tacoma, Wash., where he will sented by tlie Cushman bakery and
attend the General Grand Conven Mr. Cotton. It is a double decker sur
tions of the Masonic Council and mounted'by a replica of the proposed
Chapter. The trip will occupy a fort library with grass and trees 'n' every
night and will afford an opportunity thing.
for much sightseeing as well as pro
Mrs. Thelma Tippett, manager of
viding the great interest that it will
tlie Singer Sewing Machine Company
have for a dyed in the wool Mason.
at Rockland has obtained a position
Limerock Valley and Knox Pomona as manager of a new ladies’ furnish
ing store in Portland. She left Tues
Granges will hold a joint field meet
day to begin her duties witli the Glee
ing at Crescent Beach on Aug. 23.
meeting called at 10 o’clock standard. Hosiery Company, 573 Congress
Mrs. Tippett will be missed
It is expected that National Master street.
Louis J. Taber and State Master here by friends and coworkers, as she
Harry B. Crawford will be present was untiring In her efforts to please
her patrons.
and address the members nt thc
morning session. There will-be p^her
Last Fourth of July a track meet
speakers and a musical program with
Was held at the Knox Trotting Bark
music by the Medomak boys’ band.
and a tremendous amount of interest
was shown at this first exhibition.
The navy department has for Plans are now underway for the pro
warded a treasury life saving medal motion
another meet on Libor
to Gwen Alfred Freeman, photogra Day with the side attraction of a
pher attached to the U.S.S. Camden championship baseball game. All day
who rescued Lt. ,D. D. Gurley, navy will be devoted to the track events
plane pilot.
When their plane and other sports. Lunches and hot
crashed into Honolulu harbor in coffee will be served on the field.
August. 1925, Freeman dove beneath As a large entry of experienced men
the surface to free Lt. Gurley from is expected it will be necessary to di
tangled wreckage. Freeman lives at vide the meet into two classes—Class
12 Charles street, Bath.
.A for experienced men who are at
tending college or who have gradu
The Blue Boys Orchestra, an or ated from same; and those men who
ganization of youthful musicians are over 26 years of age. together with
under the direction of Emma Harvio. any one who has scored a point in any
gave a concert in Appleton Friday State track meet, such as thc Bates,
evening before a very appreciative Bowdoin or Maine track meets. Class
audience. This is the first in a series B for ail others, which gives all local
of concerts to be presented in the sur High School boys and others a chance
rounding towns. The program of to get prizes for their work.
crcbestral numbers is interspersed
For Frigidaire service, phone 710.
with readings by Dorothy Harvey and
saxophone solos by Florence Dean as Authorized Frigidaire Sales & Service,
well as instrumental solos by other 509-513 Main street, Rockland.—adv.
members of the orchestra.
Cooked fond sale auspices Baraca
Class. Saturday afternoon in thc F.
With the prestige of last year’s
Simonton Co. store at 2 o’clock.—
wonderful Labor Day celebration in
adv.
their favor, the paving cutters who
belong to Unions 8, 9 and 108, are ar
BORN
ranging another big jollification for RACKLIFF At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Aug. 12, to IMr. and Mrs. Clarence Rackliff.
Sept. 1. The Willard Point and Clark
a son.
Island soccer teams will meet on the
field again, and there will be all kinds EDWARDS—At Rockland, Aug. 6, to Mr. an l
Mrs. Ernest L. Edwards. a daughter, Arlene
of races and sports, with the women
Olive.
and children coming in for a chance
to win the prizes. The admission to
MARRIED
the grounds will he 50 cents for men, KICK FORD LAI»D At (Free Baptist parson
age, Rockland, Aug. 9, by Rev. .L (i. J’lH'rt.
but no charge for women and children.
Donald Ralph Bickford and Miss Gertrude
The admission to the dance in the
Ellen Ladd, both of’Rockland.
evening will be 25 cents for men: PARSONS BRAZIER--At Free Baptist par
women free. Kirk’s 6-piece orchestra
sonage. Rockland, Aug. 12, hv Rev. L. G.
Perry. Allan Leighton Parsons of New
will furnish music.
bury port. Mass., and Miss Gertrude Brazier
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For this sensational sale,
lasting seven days only, we
have gone through our en
tire stock of low-priced
used cars and have ruth
lessly marked down prices.
Here are dependable, lowpriced cars of nearly every
description. All are in good
running condition and
carry complete standard
equipment. Come—take
advantage of these drastic
price cuts. Be here early to
get first choice.

Special purchases which represent big savings made possible by our group buying.

Miss Ruth Scarlott has been elect
Thomas Long. elevator man at the
ed to the faculty of Kent's Hill
Senter Crane store, is having his an
Seminary as teacher of commercial
nual vacation.
work for the coming year.

Banner Gasoline
L

A Big Week of Special Values

Aug. 10 Norwood-Carroll families at Jef
ferson Lake.
Aug. 17- Light fa mi iy at the home of W. W.
Light. Washington.
Aug. 10—Bqbblns family at the home of
Mrs. May . Robbins, East Union.
Aug. 20—Vannah family at Grange hall,
Noh’eboro.
Aug. 2n Calderwood family at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller, West Rockport.
Aug. 20— Smalley family at Leroy Smalley’s,
Elmore.
Aug. 21—Shibles family at J'enobscot View
(•range hall.
The use of a small amount of
Aug. 21—Gilchrest family at St. George
sugar, much as we use salt and
Grange hall.
pepper,
mitigates the harsh taste
Aug. 21—Starrett-Spear families at Re
union Grove Farm. Warren.
of many foods without sweetening
Aug. 2t mu- fj.mily at the narvey Post
them. Used in the preparation of
grove. North Warren.
Aug. 27 The KaJloch family at Arthur D. meat sauces and gravies, it accen
Kalloch’s. Thomaston.
tuates the various flavors, binds
Aug. 27 —Fogler-I’ayson families at Penob tham into a harmonious whole, and
scot View Grange hall. Xjlcncove.
Improved1 the color.
Aug. 27-*vSlmmons family at the home of
rred k and 'Robert Simmons. East Warren.
Aug. 28- Robinson family at fSt. George
(•range hall.
James Bollins is having a house
Ant! 2S Hoffses family at Ibe (Puller farm, built on Lawn avenue. The frame is
North rushing.
up and being boarded.
Sept. 1—IVhlttmore family at Verona.

POST OFFICE SQUARE

7.30-9.30

By Jane Rogers

Aug. 14- Knox County Fish & Game Asso
ciation meets at tlie Camden Yacht Club.
Auk. 14—(Phoebe Crosby concert, Universa11st Church.
Auk. 14—Owl’s Uead Churnli fair.
Auk. 14—State field meeting of the Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at the Knox
Arboretum.
Aug. 15—'Martinsville, annual fair and
supper of Ladies* Circle at Grange hall.
Auk. 15—Annual Field Day of Three-Quarter
Century Club at Waterville fair grounds.
(Note change In date.]
Aug. 20—Thomaston, annual fair on the
Mall.
Aug. 20—Rockport, Johnson Society lawn
party and fair.
Aug. 20-—Camden- Annual Library'Whist at
Camden Yacht Club.
Aug. 25-26—Music festival at Lakewood.
Aug. 29—Republican Whirlwind tour In
Knox County.
Sept. 1 Labor Day celebration of Paving
Cutters’ Union at Tenant’s Harbor.
Sept. 5-6- -Simonton Community fair.
Sept. 8—State election.

For the Price of One

$29.59
The Big, Powerful

POLAR CUB
Vacuum Cleaner

and the small

HAND POLAR CUB
A small cleaner, ideal to get into nooks and corners of furniture or automobile—a complete
unit in itself.

THIS IS A SPECIAL VALUE IN OUR
GREAT AUGUST FURNITURE SALE

STONINIJTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland. Me.

DIED
MITCHELL—At Union. Aug. 12, Mary E.
widow of J. Albert Mitchell, aged 75 years.
10 months. 12 days. Funeral Thursday at
I o’clock standard from her late residence
In Union.
ERICKSON —At Rockland, Aug. 11. Carrie W
wife of Swell Erickson, aged 71 years. 1
month, 23 days. Funeral Saturday fit 2
o’clock daylight from her late residence.
139 Camden street. Members of Eastern
Star are requested to attend.
IN MEMORIAM

In 1 gnvoi mmeorof o2-Tflvselsonacg,2Uy
'In loving memory of John R. (Howard, who
passed away Aug. 16. 1928.
Angels whisper that our loved one,
Is in realms of love iso fair.
That the little feet are waiting
Close beside tho golden stair.
•
Father. Grandparents, Aunt
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all those iwho sent (flowers,
expressions of sympathy or otherwise assisted
us at the time of the dentil of our little tone.
Mr. and Mrs. William DeVlne
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to extend sincere thanks to all
our friends and neighbors who have heen so
kind to ns during our recent bereavement in
tl c death of our loved one, Mrs. ’Mabel Burns ;
especially we wish to thank Dr. Scarlott for
all his services, and all those who furnished
cars, and also for the beautiful floral tributes.
Alice Simmons and daughter Becky, Mrs.
Ida il’etteq, Owen Athearn.
*

WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South News Agency

WaatloKtuu St., next Old South Church-

noetvspapermen. and in tho course of
ilia interrogation lie covered tho fields
of prohibition, which he indorsed; of
sleep, which he belittled; and of work,
which he thinks is nine times as im
portant as talent.
Tere ts some of the questions and
Edison’s answers:
Q. Is modern youth hotter or on
a par with youth of two preceding
generations in character and intelli
gence?
A. Many more are improved.
Q. How shbujd au qverago person
divide his time to got proper sleep?
A. Six hours is plenty without in
jury.
Q. For work?
A. Eight liours for physical and
two to 12 for mental.
Q. What proportion of success Is
due to hard work?
A. Ninety per cent.
Namely,
mental work.
Q. What proportion to talent?
A. Ton per cent.
Q. Do you think prohibition, as It
Jias worked out in practice, is bene
ficial, or harmful?
A. Th°y have started enforcing the
law. If reasonably enforced it will
be an enormous benefit.
’
Q. Do you feel the country is suf
fering from a business depression?
A. No. the workers are scared and
will not buy.

Wliat is the matter witb Ibe now
Some people think they have a
pagan is that lie is not a pagan; he ,well-trained conscience when thej
has not any of tlie customs or conso get it trained not to interrupt.—Ar
lations of a pagan.—G. K. Chesterton. kansas Gazette.
-SB-
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SOON
A contest to test your

driving skill

First Prize

$50.00
CASH

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 14, 1930
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NEW LEASE OF LIFE

PLEASANT POINT

A Professional School
of Distinctive Quality
for MEN
SELECTIVE ENROLLMENT - - - DORMITORIES

Send for Catalog
The Bentley School of Accounting and Finance
921 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
H. C. BENTLEY, C. P. A., President

IfNHCNHCf- Mr tr
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THE @ MONITOR TOP SAVES YOU MONEY...
„

BEFORE YOU BUY—,KNOW' WHY

IT

Mrs. Carl Webster has returned
from a short visit in Boston.
Mrs. R. H. Shafer of New York city

is the guest of Mrs. E. George Payne.
Rev. and Mrs. Ingram L. Bill of
Rochester, Minnesota, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Gray last week.
Elliot Pryor of Friendship were re
cent visitors at Ferdinand Morse’s.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stone and two
children of Thomaston, spent Sunday
at the Gilchrest cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Carroll and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Beane of Warren,
spent last Monday evening at A. W.
Maloney’s.
Bert Carter spent the weekend with
relatives in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard B. Blanchard
and son of Omaha. Neb., visited Mr.
and Mrs. C. R. Gray last week. Mr.
Blanchard is secretary for Mr. Gray
in Omaha.
Work is progressing rapidly on T.
F. Donegan’s new cottage which
when completed will be cne of the
most attractive in this place. It has
already been named The House on The
Rock as it sits on a solid ledge foun
dation and gives a wonderful view of
the ocean and surrounding places.
The cottage is to have seven rooms
and a bath room, fireplace and all
modern improvements.
H. W. Smith’s new three car garage
is nearly completed, and is now being
occupied by two young ladies who
have made it very attractive for
housekeeping. They are to occupy it
for the remainder of the month.
Gay's Island is a lively place, nearly
every cottage being occupied.
Guests at the Johnson cottage in
clude Miss Janet Easterbrook of Fall
River, Mass, and Charles "Welden of
West Roxbury, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney enter
tained at their home Sunday. Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Copeland and Mrs. Rose
Marshall of South Warren; and Mr.
and Mrs. James Morse of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Richmond L. Watson
of New York who are spending their
vacation in Harpswell have been
touring the Maine coast the past
week in sloop Doris, spending Friday
night at Pleasant Point and visiting
at the postofflee.
Joseph Farmer of Floral Park, N. Y.
is spending two weeks at B. L.
Stevens’.
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Bucklin are
on an automobile trip through places
of interest in Maine.
Carl R. Gray is having a boat house
built at his large summer estate here.

• ♦ • *
Distinguished Singer

our
General Electric Refrigerator

has savedus!"
The economical operation ofthe Monitor Top is accountablefor

the overwhelming popularity of General Electric Refrigerators.
ENERAL ELECTRIC Refrigerators are not in the luxury class.
They reduce expenses. They save money. The economical
operation ofthe Monitor Top—that attractive, modern top which
distinguishes the General Electric Refrigerator—makes it possible
for the family of the most moderate means to enjoy the advan
tages of electric refrigeration. In the Monitor Top, the entire
mechanism is hermetically sealed—protected against air, dirt and
moisture with walls of steeL
So efficient is the mechanism of the Monitor Top, that you can
run your General Electric Refrigerator on just a few cents a day.

G

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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Budget Plan
Small

Down Payment

Balance

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

ALL-STEEL RERRHCiERAT'OR

Join us in

the General Electric program, broadcast every Saturday
evening on a nation-uide N. B. C, network.

Central Maine Power Company

45

at any of

&

oar stores

Electric Water Coolers. Commercial Refrigerators, Electric Milk Coolers

49 i 50

Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bangor on Bangor Line good going and returning Sunday Only, $2.00.

Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Bar Harbor on Bar Harbor Line good going and returning Sunday
only, $2.00.

»

i 54

5Z

55

58

59

bO 1 61

b2

bS

b4

b5

bb

5b 57

Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Brooklln on Brooklln Line good going and returning Sunday only,
$1.50.

I

' HORIZONTAL (Cont.)I VERTICAL (Cont)
48-Marine skeleton
21-Likewise not
formation
23-Oiplomacy
50-Abrupt
25-An African black
51- Shriveled up
27- Grinder
54-Winged insect
28- Expiate
58-;Plant yielding a
29- As a consequence
j
* blue dye
30- Swallow a liquid
19- Midday
59-Sinful
32- Satiate
20- Lying on the bot
61-The upper air
33- Ransacked
tom of the sea
62- Poker term
36-Grotesque gesture
22-Statisticians
63- Backward move
37- Coffin
24-English school
ments
39- Waves broken
26- A fish
65- Nobleman
against the shore
27- Signified
66- Snow vehicles
40- Regulating food
31- Very cold
67-Attractive
42- Plant with
32- 12 dozen (abbr.)
feathery leaves
34- Different
VERTICAL
43- Carousals
35- Bestow
45-Noisier
1- Not so much
37- Huge serpent
47- English name for
2- Biblical character
38- Burden
public house
3- Astonlsh
39- Fetch
(slang)
40- Dagger
4- Labeled
48- Hamper
5Exclamatlon
41- lnsect
49- Even
6- And so forth
42- Van
51- Exchangq
(abbr.)
’1
43-Continued endeavor
52- Whetstone
7Gives
pain
53- Precise
to obtain posses
8Puts
to
flight
55- Pronoun
sion
9- Slinking
44- Prefix—again
56- Period of fasting
10- Empty pride
45- Sheltered side
11- Toothed irregularly 57- Gaelie
46- Fish cured by
60-Conducted
12- Tumult
1 salting, drying and! U-|nterdicts
64-Ocean-going vessel
smoking
Il5-One who encounters
(abbr.)
Solution to Previous Puzzle.

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mrs. Ida Mallett was a caller in this
place recently.
Dorothy LoVejoy of Waldoboro is at
Belle Sprague’s.
Zolvlna Mank and mother were
callers at W. F. Teague’s Sunday.
Mrs. Miles Glidden of Providence.
R. I., who has been at the Morse
homestead for a few weeks returned
Friday' to her home.
Olive Teague of Warren is pass
ing a few days with her grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Mank.
Rev. W. I). Batchelder is attending
school in Bangor this week.
Several people from this place at
tended the annual church service at
the old German Church, Waldoboro
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eugley were
recent visitors at James Storer’s.
George Flanders. Leon Ames, Reuel
Orff and Vance Eugley were in
Cushing Sunday.

Be Certain to add the
right beverages to your
next social event!

Specify Mount Zircon!

iwis^w
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WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jones of Rhode
Island, and Mrs. F. A. (Howard of
Augusta were visiting relatives and
friends here Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Snow of Central
Falls, R. I., were in town Friday.
The speakeasy allays the great
American fear of going home.—(Fil
bert Seldes.

_

AM.

BAR HARBOR LINE: Steamer "J. T. MORSE" leaver Rockland 5:1S AM.
Standard Tima. Steamer due on return trip at 6:30 P.M.

HORIZONTAL
1-For fear that
5-Givet heed to
10-Part of speech
t4-Appraisement
16-Solo part
17— Liquid condiment
18- Hint

COLIC

Sailing Information
BANGOR LINE: Steamer* "BELFAST" or "CAMDEN" Inn Rockland S
Eastern Standard Tima. Returning, duo in Rockland at 7 P.M.

b/

Miss Clara Fiske of Damariscotta Is
the guest of her niece Mrs. W. L.
Taylor.
C. E. Dunbar was in Boston for the
weekend.
Mrs. J. A. Annis of New York Is
visiting Mrs. H. A. Hart for several
weeks.
John Dunbar is home from Vest
Lynn. Mass., for a two weeks' voca
tion with his parents Mr. and Mrs
C. IE. Dunbar. He is accompanied by
a friend, Mr. Leonard.
Mrs. A. J. Metcalf and son Harold
Metcalf motored from their honu in
Oberlin. Kansas, and are guests of
her sister Mrs. A. L Esancy and
brother W. IB. Fish.
Sunday, Aug. 24, will he visitation
day at the UniversaHst Church
Basket lunch at 1 o'clock, daylight
CRY in the night. Colic! No time with coffee furnished -by the
cause for alarm if Castoria is parish. Services will be conducted at
handy. This pure vegetable prepara2 o'clock by C. Guy Robbins. D.D.,
tion brings quick comfort, and can pastor of the UniversaHst Church
never harm. It is the sensible thing at Lawrence, Mass. The Wilson
when children are ailing. Whether it’s brothers noted singers of Roslimiale
the stomach, or the little bowels; Mass., will be present to assist with
colic or constipation; or diarrhea. the music. It is hoped there will l,» a
When tiny tongues are coated, or the
breath is bad. Whenever there’s need large attendance of both new and old
of gentle regulation. Children love time friends.

CASTORIA

BANGOR, BAR HARBOR
and BROOK LIN

47

4b

Mrs .Laura Littlefield, who is
among the best known of the Pleasant
Point summer colony, made a visit
last week to Ann Arbor, Mich., the coached under Emil Mollenhauer in
purpose of which appears in the story Boston.
Her consecutive appearances with
reprinted below from the Ann Arbor
News and which will be read with the Boston Symphony orchestra wenmuch interest by her large circle of under Muck and Monteux. In addi
tion to her work with this foremost
friends:
Following closely the announce aggregation, she has given concert
ment of the affiliation of Arthur performances with the New Haven
Hackett, noted concert singer, with Symphony orchestra and in Cleve
the faculty of University of Michigan land, San Francisco, New York, Lon - ■
school of music for next year, it was don and continental cities. For 10
announced today that Laura Little years she was soloist in the New O!!
field, for 12 years concert soprano South Church. Boston.
She has five years of teaching
with the Boston Symphony orchestra,
has been obtained for the school in her credit, having been on the music
faculty of Bradford academy. Mas-1structional staff.
Mrs. Littlefield.. who has studied chusetts. She also has been asset aunder some of the foremost masters ted with the educational department
of voice in the world, will join the of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
Mrs. Littlefield is a member of the
faculty in September as assistant
professor of voice, Charles A. Sink, Boston Choral society, the Handel
president of the school, said in mak and Haydn society, the Apollo club
ing the announcement. The singer and the Cecilia society, all of Boston,
has been in Ann Arbor for two days and the Worcester Choral society.
completing arrangements for her
affiliation here. She has left for Bos
NORTH APPLETON
ton.
Miss Emily Perry’ has returned to
Critics in the music columns of her work in Hebron after a vacat^n
many of the leading newspapers in spent with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
the country have given Mrs. Little Charles Perry.
field generous praise for her work on
Miss Hittie Waterman of Boston is
the concert stage. “Her voice, of ex spending her vacation witli her
ceptional purity, also her diction, mother Mrs. J. A. Waterman.
should, and undoubtedly does, serve
Mrs. Hattie Hoitt of Industry and
as a model for young singers every Philip Spinney of West Medford,
where," is one comment, while an Mass., were guests last week of Mrs.
other says: "Mrs. Littlefield, the pos Ellen Conant, returning home Friday.
sessor of a voice fresh and beautifully
Miss Vivian Keen and her cousin
vibrant in its quality, has that rare Miss Rice of Palmer. Mass., who were
gift in interpretation which enables in town recently calling on friends,
her to imbue each song with the just are spending their vacation in Searsmeasure qf emotion.
mont at the home of Miss Keen’s
In addition to her concert work, grandfather W. G. Wood.
Mrs. Littlefield has made almost a
Bernard Pitman has recently spent
dozen phonograph records for a lead several days with relatives and
ing producer in this field.
friends in Lincolnville, Northport and
A graduate of Radcliffe College, the Jefferson.
new faculty member first studied vio
Mrs. Myrtle Cullinan and daughter
lin, but transferred to voice study- Helen of Sangerville are guests of
under Gallison in Boston. She studied Mrs. Cullinan’s mother, Mrs. Dora
successively under Jean de Reske of Perry’.
Paris. J. E. Bristol and Herbert
Mrs. Ellen Carlton and little son of
Witherspoon of New York City and South Appleton are spending s-me
George Longy of Boston, as well as time with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Perry.
Mrs. Jennie Waterman and Miss
Hittie Waterman have been spend
ing several days this week with Miss
Martha Walden at her camp in Cam
den, also visiting Mrs. Alice Dough
erty and other relatives.

the taste of Castoria, and its mildness
makes it safe for frequent use.
And a more liberal dose of Castoria
is always better for growing children
than strong medicine meant only for
adult use.

Daily One-Day Excursions

43

If baby has

In 18 Months

AND

On Steamers “Camden,” “Belfast,” “Southport”
and “J. T. Morse”

SOUTH HOPE

Buy on the

Sunday Excursions

40

Ml

41

"I lived almost entirely for a year
on a diet and even then I suffered
with indigestion. I was habitually
constipated, had lots of-trouble with
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Sargon Succeeded ' Where
Diet Failed For Portland,

&a

fiJWTEROFKEMBLj

LpALE DRY!

GINGER CHAMPAGNE
PALE DRY
GRAPE
The ‘ ‘ WATER of HEALTH ’ ’

BROOKLIN LINE: Steamer "SOUTHPORT" leaver Rockland 5:16 AM.
Standard Tima. Due on return trip at Rockland at 6 P.M.

Dally Excursion* — One-Wuy Fare for the Round Trip
-MRS. LeFOREST BROWN

Dolly excursion ticket* era told and good from Rockland to Bangor, Bar Harbor
or Brooklln or any Intermediate lending and return.

See time table for leaving and returning times froie

intermediate landings

headaches anil was so nervous I rare
******
ly ever enjoyed sound sleep. Sargon
Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices
strengthened and invigorated me, I
enjoy my nulls without a trace of in
digestion and I'm gaining weight
right along. My sleep is refreshing
now and I feel like I have a new lease
on Hfe.|
"Sargon Pills completely rid me of
constipation without the least dis
comfort.”—Mrs. Le Forest Brown. 237
St. John St., Portland. Maine.
Sargon may he obtained In Rock
land at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.— Purrington will take for his text,
VINALHAVEN
idv.
96-lt
"Backbones.". Wednesday evening
Deacon L. S. Kallock will be the
At Camp Alyosca Sunday, Mr. and
leader.
WARREN
Mrs. O. C. Lane entertained the fol
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach is spending a lowing: Mrs Cora Carlon, Arlington,
Mrs. Ruth Howard and daughter week with friends at Tenants Harbor. Ifass., Mrs. Edwin Rule, Boston, Mrs.
Miss Clara Iz-rmond. Mis* Maude
Shirley of Rockland spent last week
Mary Willey and Mrs. Mora Whit
Lermond and William Whitney of ney, Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. James T.
end with Mrs. Isa Teague.
Plymouth,
Mass.,
accompanied
hy
Miss Evelyn Staples, former teach
Dickenson, Waban .Mass., and Ar
Mrs. E. G. Starrett and son Douglass, thur Thomas.
er at Oyster River plans to teach at
motored
to
Portland
Tuesday.
Verona the coming year.
Robert Arey, family and guest re
Axel Johnson is spending his vaca turned Tuesday from a two weeks’
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, accom
tion
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
Perry.
stay at Camp Lookout. Shore Acres
panied hy Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Mrs. Johnson and daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Carroll Gregory were
Wyllie, Mrs. Fred Butler and Maurice
Harold Ring have been guests of the guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. An
Wyllie made the trip to Greenville
Perrys
the
past
five
wqeks.
drew Bennett at Southwest Harbor.
Monday. Before coming home they

EASTERN
steamship lines

They also visited Bar Harbor by
went to see the Wyman Dam at Bing
GROSS NECK
ham.
auto from Southwest Harbor.
Miss Meta Ingerson left today for
Miss Harriet Stevens and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Waldron Masten have , the home of- hef sister Mrs. John
Su-gn Stevens are entertaining the
Misses Grace and Jane Mills of New returned to Nutley, N. J., after Kane at Eden Park, Rhode Island.
York fora short time.
I spending their vacation with Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Georgeson and daugh
Miss Christine Stevens arrived Masten's parents Mr. and Mrs. ter Ellen and Erdeen Calderwood are
spending a week in Portland.
Saturday from Boston to visit at Charles Geele.
Hilltop Inn.
| William Gross is picking blueMr. and Mrs. Charles Shields gave
The Congregational fair and enter- berries for Fred Scott of Waldoboro, a family dinner party at their bunga
tainment and the supper tonight' Mr- and Mrs. Walter Eugley and» low. The Laurie Shore Acres, Sunday
promise to be worth attending.
'two children of North Newcastle in celebration of Mrs. Shields’ birthMrs. Hattie Perry was tlu- guest of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eugley and sen "day anniversary. Mrs. Shields was
Mrs. Gertrude Jones and Mrs. Alice and Herman Derosier of Waldoboro, pleasantly remembered with gifts anti
Smith Sunday at S. A. Watts’ where were visitors at McClellan Eugley's a large shower of post cards.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Pattershall
they arc staying a few weeks. In the Sunday.
afternoon the three went to North I Mrs. William Gross was in Rnck- Of Livermore Falls arrived Monday.
They are guests in the home of his
Warren to visit Mrs. Fanny Kallock. land Friday.
Judge Nelson T. Brown of/the I Harvey Simmons is working in the mother Mrs. Frank Colson.
Miss Alma Libby and MIbs ElizaMassachusetts Supreme Court and canning factory at Winslow's Mills.
Mrs. Brown motored Wednesday! Mr- and Mrs- Charles Geele. Miss beth Claytor spent Tuesday In Rockfrom their summer home at Hanover, Addie Geele and Bennie Geele are land.
Norman Balcom of Lynnfield,
N. H., to spend the week with Dr. and spending a week with Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., who has been at the Vermont
Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase <it 'Hills Waldron Masten in Njatley, N. J.
Miss Frances Stahl of Broad Cove military training sch'ool is spending a
View.
Is visiting her aunt Miss Lizzie vacation at the home of his grand
• • • •
mother Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw.
Mr.* and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons ac Geele.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Waitt of Dor
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz attend
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
chester, Mass., who have been at the
Dolham went to Mt. Vernon Sunday ed the circus in Rockland Monday.
Mrs.
Alton Winchenbach, son McLeod cottage returned Saturday
to be the guests of Elbridge Jones at
to their home.
a family dinner party to celebrate the James and daughter Sadie of West
Mrs1, John Greenwood of Dorches
Waldoboro,
visited
Mrs.
Dewey
Win

birthday anniversary of Mr. Jones.
ter is now at the McLeod cottage.
A delectable chicken dinner was chenbach Monday.
Miss Leah Arey who spent the past
served to 20. His mother Mrs. Hattie
ten days with her parents Mr. and
ROCKPORT
Clifford. Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Jones
Mrs. Robert Arey, returned Friday to
and family-of Jefferson, Mrs. Alvin
L. W. Ames and family spent the
her duties as night supervisor at
Creamer of Washington and other weekend at Kimball's Island.
Knox Hospital.
relatives and friends were present.
Mrs. Agnes Johnson of Brookline,
Franklin Hopkins of Camden has
Mr. Jones was the recipient of three Mass., will arrive Saturday morning to
been a, guest In town.
birthday cakes.
spend a few days as guest of Mrs.
Miss Eliza Patterson entertained
Parker Starrett, who is employed in Leola Mann.
Monday evening in honor of her
Ellsworth, spent Sunday and Mon
Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Barto, Miss
day with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ixiretta Barto and Florence Barto of cousins Mrs. Louise Trickey of Alex
andria Bay, and Mrs. Jack Meade of
F. A. Starrett.
West Harlford. Conn, will arrive Fri
Among those who attended the Al. day night for a visit with Mr. and Peabody. Mass. Honors at bridge
were won hy Jack Phillips and Mrs.
G. Barnes circus at Rockland, Mon Mrs. Ross E. Patterson.
Meade. There were also favors for
day. were; Dr. and Mrs. F. G. Camp
Mrs. Belle Crediford of Chicago is the guests. Lunch was served.
bell, Mrs. Sidney H. Wyllie. Mr. and. the guest of her sister Mrs. Edwin
Miss Dorothy BllllngA returned
Mrs. W. H. Robinson, Mrs. jN. W. Storms. Other recent guests at the
Eugley, Mrs. F. E. Spear. Mrs. H. M. Storms home were Mr. and Mrs. John Tuesday noon from Rockland.
Miss Susan G. Ayers of Worcester,
Robinson and son George.
Newman of Rockland and Mr. and
Master Jimmie Creighton of Thom Mrs. Wesley Dickey and daughter Mass., a guest of Mrs. William Cal
derwood made the trip to Rockland
ason. who has been the guest of his Virginia of Medford. M ass.
aunt. Mrs. W. H. Robinson, for a week
A family gathering Was held at the Tuesday by plane and found it an en
joyable experience.
has returned home.
home of Mrs. Alvin Small, Rockland,
At Union Church Sunday School
R. W. Walker who is visiting his last Sunday, the affair being planned
daughter Mrs. Earle Hall in Water as a surprise farewell party for her picnic held Tuesday at Indian Beach
ville. is ill.
sister, Mrs. Elizabeth E. Dibby, who on the border of the Calderwood Farm
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of leaves soon to take up her residence 120 or more enjoyed a fine outing.
John Doyle of Caribou, guest of Nell
Boston arrived today for a two weeks at Manchester, N. H.. where Mr.
visit with relatives.
Libby is now employed. The day was Calderwood the past week returned
home Wednesday.
F. L. Montgomery, Mrs. Mary very pleasantly spent and Mrs. Libby
Rev. and Mrs. Elliott and son of
Montgomery and guests. Miss Hobart was the recipient of beautiful mono
New York are at The Red Lion for a
and Miss Smith of Newton. Mass., gram blankets.
week.
motored to Fort Knox at Prospect
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Everett have re
Mrs. Basil Webster Is entertaining
Wednesday.
turned to Auburndale. Mass., after a
• • • •
short visit with his mother, Mrs. Mrs. Winona (Drew) Hanson of Port
land.
Mrs. Hanson's sister Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Perry entertained Charles Everett at her camp on Me
Grace Rosario of Portland is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell of chanic street. They were accom her brother O. V. Drew.
panied by Miss Frances Everett who
Massachusetts Saturday evening.
The following party spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett have has been a guest of relatives in town
at Sunnybank cottage: Mr. and Mrs.
moved to the Bisbee farm which they for several weeks.
Miss Agnes Studley, who is enjoy H. A. Townsend. Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
recently benight in West Warren.
Johnson and sons Donald and Robert,
Ahn ore Spear of West Warren, re ing a vacation from her duties as
turning to his home the middle of the student nurse at the Children's Hos Mr. and Mrs. 8. A. Ames and daughter
Audrey and Miss Cora Roberts of
evening Aug. 8. thought his buildings pital in Boston, is guest for a few days Quincy,
Mass.
were afire, they were so illuminated. of Mrs. Elizabeth Libby.
Mrs. H. A. Townsend and Mrs.
The sad news has been received in
Later when he drove into his yard,
Mills spent Monday in Rock
he found it full of cars and people. town of the death of Mrs. (OrielR. Emma
land.
His wonderment grew. After a time Woods (Elizabeth Palmer) of Bo^Mrs. C. E. Boman entertained Tues
he discovered it was only 80 persons doingham, following a hospital opera
day evening in honor of the Misses
from different parts of the county tion. Mrs. Woods will be remembered
Rose and Mary Peterson of New York.
and elsewhere, who dropped in at as the younger daughter of Rev. J. N.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Her
Mrs. Hunt’s invitation to help him Palmer, a former pastor of the Rock
bert Boman. Lisbon Falls, Mr. and
celebrate his birthday anniversary. port Methodist Church. Sympathy is
Mrs. Mark P. Smith, Boston, Mr. and
Mr. Spear was presented with a huge extended the bereaved family hy a
Mrs. Charles C. Webster and Mr, and
large
circle
of
friends
in
town.
birthday cake and several useful
Mrs. Charles L. Boman, Cards were
A meeting of the Farm Bureau com
gifts. Refreshments of ice cream,
a feature of the evening. Lunch was
mittee
was
held
Tuesday
at
the
home
candy, coffee and cigars were served.
served.
Violin music added to the pleasure of of Mrs. Leola Mann and a very interMrs. W. E. Wilson and son Ralph
the evening.
of Tenant’s Harbor spent the week
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wincapaw. Mrs.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
end at the home of her sister Mrs.
Tena Hunt and A. E. Spear motored
STEAMBOAT CO.
Bernard Erickson.
to Bingham and Jackman Sunday.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Andrews re
Eastern
Standard
Tima
Morris Sidensparker,
Benjamin
turned home Monday from Portland
Vinalhaven Line
Harding and Judson Benner are
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except where their oldest daughter under
shingling the Baptist Church.
Sunday at 7.00 A. 31. and 1.00 I*. M. Arriv went an operation at the Children's
ing
at Rockland at 8.20 A. 31. and 2.20 P. 31. Hospital.
Mrs. Charles Wood and (Eugene
Returning leaves Rockland at 0.30 A. 31. and
Crawford of Providence, R. I., have 8.30
P. 31. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chester 10.50 A. 31. and 4.50 P. 31
esting program for the coming year
Stonington and Swan's Island Lina
E. A. Starrett.
•
arranged.
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M.,
Rev. Guy E. Mack of the First Bap Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs.
tist Church at Union Square Somer rive at Rockland at 0.00 A. 31. Returning, Elizabeth Libby motored Wednesday
leaves
Rockland
at
2.00,
North
Haven
at
3.00,
ville, Mass., will fill the pulpit at the
to Bowdoinham, where they were
at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’*
Baptist Church at the Sunday morn Stonington
guests for the day of Rev. and Mrs.
Island about .6.00 J*. M.
ing service.
Sunday evening Mr. 72-tf
J. N. Palmer.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent

I
Every-Other-Day
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CUSHING
Saturday and Sunday’s rain was
much needed in this locality.
Frank C. Wheelock Jr., son of Rev.
and Xlrs. F. C. Wheelock of this place
and Springfield, Mass., is at Knox
Hospital where he was operated an
last week for appendicitis.
Mrs. Hattie Ames is In possession
of a woolen hand-spun and handwoven quilt 145 years old, made when
she was only fifteen by a woman who
afterward attained the ripe old age of
95. The quilt is still in a fairly good
state of preservation.
Mr. and Mrs. Leolyn Spear and four
children who have been occupying
Frank Flint’s cottage the past few
weeks, returned Monday to their
home in Westfield, Mass.
Mrs. Willis Spear and two children
of Thomaston, have been at their
bungalow for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hanley and
daughter Gertrude with Mr. Hanley’s
father are at the Frye bungalow,
while they are having an annex built
on the back of the bungalow.
Miss Josephine Wing, evangelistic
worker and singer of New York is at
the home of her cousin Mrs. H. L.
Killeran.
Master Clyde Maloney has bought a
cow of Mr. Anderson, Owl's Head.
Miss Mabelle Rivers hits returned
to Allston, after a few days spent with
her mother at their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Tomlinson and friends
of Orange, Conn., are at Mr. Peck’s
farm Saints Retreat for a ten days’
outing.
Miss Edith Maloney spent the
weekend with relatives in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Grafton and
Mrs. Stanley Copeland and daughter
of East Friendship, were at B. S.
Geyer’s Sunday.
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DIFFERENT

Tender, succulent California Asparagus Tips that
are all green from stem to tip, with the flavor and
appearance of fresh, native asparagus. Surprise
the family to-day with a delicious and
appetizing Asparagus Salad - - they'll enjoy it.

CLOVERDALE
ASPARAGUS TIPS
SQ. TIN

29^

THE HEALTH
LGE
CONTENTS
MOXIE
DRINK
BOTS. 25”
FULL CREAM
LB. 23”
MILD CHEESE
NORWEGIAN SMOKED
SARDINES
3 tins 25”
IN OLIVE OIL
PALMOLIVE SOAP
3 CAKES 19”
CLOVERDALE
NO. 2
BEANS
WHOLE REFUGEE
CAN 23”

QT. JAR 450
SWEET MIXED PICKLES
8 OZ. JAR 190
CLOVERDALE MAYONNAISE
LB. BOX 290
PEPPERMINT PATTIES
SWEET-NUT MARGARINE
LB. 230
CRISPO FIG BARS
2 LBS. 25?
HiBROW BEVERAGES
contents 2 LGE. BOTS. 250
KLEEKO COFFEE
STEEL-CUT
LB. 35?
PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO
TIN 14?
CAMEL CIGARETTES
2 pkgs. 25?
4
4
READY
TO-FRY

TRIAL PKG. 9?
% LB. PKG. 23?

Vz LB. PKG. 45?
I.

Tea Bags CTN. 9?

Choice fruits in the convenient two

portion cans at a low price.
FRUIT SALAD

PEACHES-PEARS
PRUNE PLUMS

POMPEIAN OLIVE OIL

PORT CLYDE
Fred .Seavey carried a bus load of
people to the circus Monday evening.
Mrs. Ellison Hart is spending a
few weeks in Thomaston.
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay
was in the village Monday.
The Willing Workers held their
midsummer sale Monday afternoon
and evening. A good sum was netted.
Mr. and Mrs. Roach and friends
from Boston are spending a few days
at the Fo’castle.
Miss Penelope Whitehead of Pitts

4

OZ.

burg, Pa. has arrived at the Chicka
dee cottage for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Heodkte and son of
Melrose, Mass, are at their cottage
at Land’s End.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of Rock
land spent
Sunday with’ relative?
here.
Mrs. Mary Gardner of Elmore is
a guest of her son Maynard Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry of
Woodfords were guests of Mrs. John
Coffin last week.
Ralph Simmons and friend have

Clicquot Club
PALE DRY

This glass
shows how
much mors
you get in a
bottle of Clic
quot Club
Pals Dry.

4

3

tSs

25

0

EXTRA OZ.

ERE’S a bargain for
you! And it’» a bargain
you can’t afford to miss. A
full pint of Clicquot Club
Pale Dry, that’sfour ounces
more than you get in the
scanty 12-ounce bottle of
ordinary ginger ale. And
Clicquot Club is aged 6
months in the making to
give it a more rare and
mellow flavor. To insure
its purity it comes to you
in clean new bottles. Don’t
wait for tomorrow. Buy
your ginger ale this money
saving way today! The label
guarantees a full 16 ounces.

H

AT YOUR STORE
______________ /

VfcPT.

Mrs. Myra (Brown) Woodley and
little son of New Jersey are spending
the month of August with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brown.
The daily Bible school closed last
week at this place with good results.
This school has been under the super
vision of Supt J. L. Corson of the
Penobscot Bay Mission. Miss Ruth
Conant of Rockland conducted the
religious teaching. Results of the
work have been gratifying.
Miss Edith Livingston is entertain
ing friends from Providence.
Quite a number from this place at
tended the Legion circus In Rock
land.
Everett Davis and family of Central
Park. New York are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Payson.
Mrs. Homer Davis and sons Roland
Charles and George who have been
visitors In town among relatives and
friends, have returned to their home
in Cambridge, Mass.
Lewis Robbins of Lowell. Mass.,
was the guest of relatives in town re
cently.
W .E. Dornan had the misfortune
while changing a tire on his automo
bile to crush the small finger of his
left hand so badly that it was neces
sary to amputate it above the joint.
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THE CHALLENGE IS ANSWERED
FOR A POPULAR-PRICE GASOLH
IN ROCKLAND

III
New Socony ...

the.

Banner Gasoline . . . answers the challenge of quick

starting...pick-up...power...mileage...anti-knock...freedom from gum

T’S here .. Banner Gasoline . . a New Socony
Gasoline as far ahead in the popular-price class as
Socony Special plus Ethyl is in the premium field.
Here are six reasons why new Socony Banner Gasoline
improves the performance of your car . . six reasons
why, once you have tried Banner, you will stick to it.
1. It's made to start quickly. The proper
amount of low boiling points in this new Socony Gas
oline gives quickest starting.
2. It's made for instant pick-up. The inter
mediate range of boiling points in this Banner Gaso
line gives you the quickest pick-up.
3. It's built for power. The proper percentage
of power-producing boiling points in this new Socony
Gasoline gives additional power which you are sure to
feel the first time you try Banner.

I

Although the details of the accident
in the church during the presentation
of “The Peabody Pew” have been
well covered, a word of commenda
tion is fitting on behalf of the Rock
land friends who assisted so ably in
repairing the damage, to the ladies
of the church and to all who made it
possible to hold the services last Sun
day as usuak
Next Sunday Aug. 16, will be Vis
itation Day in the church at Hope
and everybody is cordially invited to
attend the service at 10.30 daylight
time, which will be conducted by Rev.
Mr. Robbins. There will be special
music and a quartet from the Universalist Church of Rockland will
sing. Th'e usual custom of serving
lunch afterward will be followed.
Mrs. Philip Wilder of Brunswick
and -Surry was a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. True and other relative?
here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Moody and fam
ily of Carpden were at Mrs. S. D.
Bartlett’s recently.
Since the advent of electricity in
town, L. A. Weaver has had a Frigidaire installed in his store and is find
ing it very satisfactory.
Mrs. Clara Kelley and party of
young ladies closed her cottage last
Sunday and left by auto for their
homes in Massachusetts.

EAST UNION

Listen, Housewives,

GIVES YOU

25

Buffet Fruits

Salado Tea
KEO LABEL

PKGS.

AEW

HOPE

4

GORTON’S FISH CAKES

K

4. It ffives maximum mileage and economy.
The exacting range of boiling points in this Banner
Gasoline gives you more mileage at less cost because
it burns clean with a minimum of carbon and dilution.
5. It has high anti-knock value. Banner Gas
oline comes by its high anti-knock rating naturally,
because it is made fron. only those crude oils in which
this characteristic is inborn.

I

«. It n free from gum. The annoyance and ex
pense resulting from gum-sticking valves and other
parts are entirely absent.
These arcfacts based on actual road tests made in
Portland, Lewiston, Augusta and Bangor, August 7th,
8th,9th and nth.

Socony Banner
I

SOCONY TOURING SERVICE, 26 Broadway, New York City
I am touring from.............................................................................................

to................................................................ Please send me road information.
NAME............................................................................ STREET....................................................................

CITY.............................................................................. STATE...:...............................................................

GASOLINE
STANDARD

COMPANY

OF NEW YORK

I Candies of Boston for a generous re- came down from Boston by auto for
NORTH HAVEN
the weekend.
| mem bra nee.
North Haven welcomes Col. and
Capt. B. L. Dyer took a party from
This summer is having an increased
Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh even
i number of weekenders at North the Inn and others to Rockland and
though the visit is so brief a one.
Oakland Park recently.
The rain of Saturday and Sunday | Haven. Each Sunday night finds a
Mrs. J. A. Brown spent the week
was worth its weight in gold to gar large throng at the wharf of those end with her mother Mrs. Ruth Bev
dens. lawns, wells, brooks, vegeta going, and those to see them off.
erage and family.
Among those from North Haven to
tion in general.
A. W. Beverage, H. S. Beverage and
There was a fine congregation at receive high marks in the State exami G. D. Beverage expect to have their
the Pulpit Harbor Church Sunday nations for high school entrance are houses lighted by electricity this
morning to hear Dr. W. J. Hutchinson Jasper Beverage receiving 84 per cent week.
of Cleveland, ().. pastor of the Boule i in grammar, Elinor Brown 79 per cent
The Whitmore reunion will he held
vard Avenue Presbyterian Church. 1 in history, Ijeslie Ladd and Edward at the home of George Whitmore at.
Religion is just as much needed to 1 Beverage each 10*) per cent in spelling. Verona Labor Day.
day as ever it was. Even more so if ' The record for the island towns is
George Beverage lost several nice
that can be possible for a spiritual | noted in another article.
sheep and lambs recently, killed by
interpretation of the facts of life, and 1 Misses Rosia Knight and Bessie dogs.
to furnish the dynamic for the solu ; Woodworth returned home Sunday
tion of problems involving the wel I night from a week’s outing at “Lake
I like betting on the races if I don’t
fare of the individual, the nation, and side Camp.’’
have to use mj' own money.—Peggy
all mankind. Dr. Hutchinson is
Several people attended the circus Hopkins Joyce.
among the ablest preachers of his in Rockland Monday.
denomination. It was a treat to hear
Mrs. Mary A. Leadbetter and Mrs.
him. Dr. and Mrs. Hutchinson, ac
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ruth Beverage returned home Satur
Newbert of Vinalhaven were enter day from a week’s visit in Camden
tained at the Inn. guests of Mr. and with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mills have a
Mrs. Herman Crockett. The special
music Sunday morning by Mrs. little daughter.—Freda Rose.
Lamont Thayer of Warren was in
Lester Stone and Misses Albra and
Maxine was so well rendered as to town last week guest of his uncle Ira
add much to the service. The solo hy Whitmore.
Mrs. Fred Howard of Portland
Maxine was exceptionally well done.
Lost Her Double Chin
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Doore and daugh visited her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Whitmore last week.
Lost Her Prominent Hips
ters Marion and Marjorie, Mrs. Char
Mrs. Alfred Dyer and son Milton
lotte Smart, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smart
Lost Her Sluggishness
and daughter 'Ellena of I)over-Fox- have returned from a week’s visit Gained Physical Vigor
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
eroft, were Sunday guests at the Bap
Gained in Vivaciousness
tist parsonage. All attended church Sprague at Minturn. Miss Goldie Gained a Shapely Figure
will remain there until September.
Sunday morning.
A. C. Dyer is repairing his barn.
The annual fair of the Ladies’
If you’re fat—remove the cause!
George Beverage of Brookline,
Guild of the Baptist Church was held
KRUISOHHN tSAfLTS contain the 6
Mass., is visiting his mother Mrs. El
upon the parsonage lawn Friday
mineral salts your 'body organs,
mira Beverage.
afternoon from 2 to 5 daylight time.
Col. and Mrs. C. A. Lindbergh spent glands andi nerves must have to
Although the weather was threaten
the weekend with her family at the function proiperl.v.
ing throughout the day but a few
Morrow cottage.
When your vital organs fail to iperdrops of rain fell and everything
Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman are at | form their wonk correctly—your b .wturned out to the advantage of the
their residence at the northeast.
els and kidneys can’t throw off th.U
sale. The attendance was one of the
Carol Burns and Albion Beverage I waste material—il»etfore you realize it
largest these fairs have ever had, and
the proceeds approximated $700. The
committee in charge was a group
| under the direction of the acting
;jgfHnjgJHrararaazran;zrijajgiaraaiarzjzmgiajzjgizrzrerer.i
president Miss Jennie Beverage. The
ladies are again indebted to Bailey’s

returned to Attleboro, Mass.. after
spending the week with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Simmons.
Janet Hopkins celebrated her sixth
birthday Monday the llth, by enter
taining her young friends at the home
of her grandmother, Mrs. Frank Hop
kins, where he is spending tWe sum
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawler of Portland
called on friends here last week.
Algur Tibbetts of Beachmont,
Mass.. Is a guest of his grandfather
Capt. Herbert Elwell
Miss Marjorie Perkins of Melrose
Highlands. Mass.. Miss Rertha Cox
and Miss Alma Baxter of Hamilton,
tint, are guests of Mrs. Olive Mar
shall.
Mrs. Clara Davis has returned from
a visit in Thomaston,
Rev. Nelson Davis of Newton High
LINCOLNVILLE
lands who is visiting his mother Mrs.
Flora Davis supplied th'e pulpit at
Schools in town will begin on Tues
the Advent Church Sunday morning day, Sept. 2.
and evening.
Work on the State road nearing
Miller's Corner is booming along
under the supervision of foreman
FRIENDSHIP
Fred Hardy.
Ned Trainer of Boston has bought
Mr. and Mrs. L. C, Creamer and
family have returned to their summer the Wiggin residence and Mr. and
home here after spending several Mrs. Robert Rulerson of Camden arc
soon to move in.
days in Waban.
Earl McKenzie of Philadelphia is
Mrs. Helen Keilholtz and Miss at the home of his father George Mc
Cecelia Keilholtz were called to Fan- Kenzie for an indefinite stay.
wood. N. J.. Monday by the death of
Miss Wealthy Richards, recently
Samuel Tlt'ompson.
hack from a trip to Europe, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Killeran and been visiting her sister Mrs. H. A.
daughter Orpha and Miss Wing were Miller returned to her home in Bos
at Albion Wotton's Sunday.
ton last week.
Isaac Flagg is in ill health,
Master Haskell Bergman who is
Mr. and Mrs. John Holemberg of
spending the summer with his mother
at Forest Lake is quite ill. He is at New York City have returned after a
ten days’ visit with Mr. and Mrs
tended by Dr. Hahn.
Chester Wotton spent the weekend Clifton Dickey.
M,any from here will attend Spirit
in Rockland with his sister Mrs. My
ualist campmeeting at Northport next
ron Mank.
week.
Arch Mandel of Dayton. Ohio, is
Herbert Roberts of Allston is a
spending a few weeks with his family guest of his sister Mrs. Marjorie
at Forest Lake.
Dickey.
Mrs. Clara L. Wentworth wh’o has
Harold Reynolds and family of
been visiting Mrs. Albion Wotton, Camden passed Sunday with Mr. and
has returned to her home in Holden, Mrs. Melvin Dickey.
Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Spencer and
NORTH HOPE
little son of Sprlngwater, N. Y., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Morton
Minerva Pease is working for Mrs.
and calling on old friends.
Albert Pease who is substituting on
Rev. E. H. Timberlake, pastor of the mall route.
David Mash will have as guests
the Adventist Church, is having a two
weeks' vacation. He is attending Sunday his sister Mrs. Kelly Man
campmeeting at White River June ning and family.
Several from here attended the pic
tion. Rev. Lester Spencer, a former
pastor, supplied the pulpit here tures and dance at Liberty Saturday
as well as the circus at Rockland
Aug 10.
Monday.
Amos Mills of Boston is spendini
The work of car inspection is go
the week with his family here
ing on and seems to meet the ap
Miss Betty Whipple of Lexington proval of most right minded people.
is visiting Miss Marjorie Ellen Mills. Anything that makes for safety of
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary life should have the hearty response
Rogers of South Portland visited Mr. and co-operation of every one.
and Mrs. Granville T. Brow for sev
eral days recently.
Stocks of corporations won’t go up .
Charles Morrill of Portland was in until stocks of goods come down.—
’ town on business Tuesday,
American Lumberman.

OIL

NORTH WASHINGTON
It is reported that Stanley Powell
will harvest 15 tons of blueberries
this season.
Donald Cunningham made a busi
ness trip to Portland last Friday.
George Gates and Miss Doris Lenfept of Wakefield. Mass., and Mrs.
Esther Peabody of Washington were
calling on relatives and friends here
Saturday.
Blueberries are and have been the
order of the day for some weeks. Mrs.
Cunningham. Mrs. Turner and the
Prescott sisters have finished, all with
bumper crops. Mrs. Lenfest has had
three tons taken to the canning fac
tory at Liberty and expects to have
at least two tons more. She recently
found one cluster of berries with 142
on it. Some cluster!

How One Woman Lost
20 Pounds of Fat
—you’re growing hideously fat!
Take half a teaspoonful of KRVWHHEN
SALTS in a glass of hot water every morn
ing exercise regularly -do not overeat and—
in 3 weeks get on the scales and note how
mans pounds of fat huve vanished.
Notice also that you have gained In energy—
your skin is clearer your eyes sparkle with
glorious health you Teel younger In body—■
keener In mind. Kltl'SGHRN will give any
Lit pot son a |oyous surprise.

Get an 85c bottle of KRI’SCHEN
SALTS at David L. McCarty’s (lasts
4 weeks), if even this first bottle
doesn't convince you this is the easi
est. safest and surest way to Jose fat
—if you don’t feel a suiperb improve
ment in health—so gloriously ener
getic—vigorously alive—your money
gladly returned.

New Crosley Radio
GIVEN AWAY
With Every New Willys Six Car

Delivered Before September 1, 1930
No adulterants
100 per cent
pure
AnhenserBri«;ch

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup

•

E. O. Philbrook 6 Son
632 Main Street

Willys-Knight

LIGHT OR DARK
RICH IN BODY_____
NOT BITTER

Rockland, Maine

Willys Six

Whippet

Sales and Service
93-94-96-97

sr2jzraaraziaraizjaiaa'j
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THOMASTON

THE CAMPMEETINGS

WALDOBORO

OAK GROVE

CAMDEN

Lost and fourd

I.OUT White k’lilil wise glasses on ITnlon St.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilson have Please telephone 411-.M. HATTIE L 11A1.
12 Claleilon St.
»7*!>tf
returned from a visit in Haverhill,
LOST Black pocket book, containing bills and Manchester, Mass.
and change. Kinder please notify OTIS
Mark Rodgers and family are en Till NOV. in ltrtek si.
__________ >i*lt 1
joying a motor trip to Worcester.
LOST Han s Illinois wrist watch with silver ,
Miss Vivian Cassens is ill at her strap, near Oakland -Park or Crcen Cables,
home on Pleasant street and Miss t'anxten. Keturn to CREEA CABLES. Re
____ 97*99
Gladys Coose Is employed during her ward.
LOST Rot’s tricycle Monttat at M <’. It
absence as clerk in Fred Elwell's
Statioik Kinder pleaso notify .MILS. OLStkN,*
store.
S3 Park Si._____________________
.
Mrs. Louis V. Arau and child are
NOTH L Notice is hereby given of Ilf loss
guests of her father Charles Lead- of deposit book numbered 3299, and the ]
owner of said book asks for duplicate in ac
better ill Belfast.
Miss Marjorie Robinson has re cordance with the provision rtf lire Wtate Law.
RIM-KLAND ISAVINGS BANK
By K. H
turned to her home in Melrose High Spear, Treasurer. Rockland. Maine. Aug. 7,
lands, Mass., after a visit with her 1930.
#4*Tli-100
sister Mrs. Donald Crawford
Kol NP Silver wrist watch in Wnolworth’s
sture
Aug.
42.
Apply
at
STORE
DESK.
Ml-, and Mrs. Albert Waitt and
97-99
three children have returned to their

T'

preserver
Mrs. JViillam Roy Fox of DorchesRalph Keyes who returned from Northport Having Lively Ses
II . ,
ter, Mass., and Mrs. Eva Liscond of
North Haven by airplane Monday
sions --- Temple Heights Somerville, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
went at once to Augusta.
"Keeps the Foot Well”
Gertrude French at Shelton Sim
GIRLS
Clarence Shaw was in town Tues
Opens Saturday
mons.
day and was greeted by old fribnds.
for Men and Women
RECOGNIZED for its success in develop
Mrs Ruby Bridges and daughter.
Mrs. Shaw is visiting her former
ing scholarship and personality. Oak Grove
Favorable weather and large at Gloria, have been visiting Mrs. H. j
attracts students from the best homes in all
home in Rockland.
tendance have featured tht 13th an
parts of New England as well as distant
Mrs. Ida Colley of Bath is visit nual campmeeting of the Wesleyan S. Simmons In Bath.
states.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended the
Expert teacners lake a vital interest in
ing Mrs. Katherine Simmons for a Grove Association at Northport so
progress of each git 1. Original seh-governspecial session of the S4th Legisla- |
•few weeks.
ment project develops character. Recent
far this week
ture in Augusta.
Mr. and Mr^. Levi Seavey. Mrs.
graduates enrolled
over thirty different
Monday evening the program was
colleges and professional schools. Advanced
Katherine Simmons and Mrs Ida in charge of Rev. L. S. Staples. Rev.
Mrs. I. S. Bailey has returned to j
work for High School graduates. Excep
Colley motored to Augusta Wednes A. E Luce of Camden preached Philadelphia.
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
tional advantages in Music. Art. Dramatics
day.
Mr.,and Mrs. E. S. Mayo of Roches,
and Physical Education. Horseback riding.
Tuesday afternoon.
Tuesday eve
Separate Junior Department for limited
Forrest Stone who has recently ning Rev. Frederick Smith of the ter. N. Y., wh’o are at their summer
number in Seventh and Eighth Grades.
completed a summer commercial Christian Civic League of Waterville home. "Driftwood Camp" at Martin's
ROCKLAND
Beautiful new fire-proof dormitory. Spa
440 MAIN ST.
school course at Bryant & Stratton’s.
cious gymnasium. Tennis courts and
Point, were in town Monday.
20-tf
delivered an address.
athletic
fields.
Riding
ring.
Glee
Club.
Boston, has employment with Black
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Seaver of
Wednesday afternoon was given
Orchestra.
home in Haverhill, Mass., after a vls’t
& Gay. Canners.
over to business sessions of the As Nw Brunswick. N. J.. Mr. and Mrs.
You are invited to write for
with relatives in Camden.
Mrs. George Creighton returned sociation. Last night Rev. 1\ illiam Nathan Herrick of Wayne and Mr.
Wanted
further information
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
Mrs. Elizabeth Bush of Brunswick
Tuesday from Boston and is with her L. Str.dger, D. D.. of Boston Univer and Mrs. Thomas Herrick and three
Principals:
Mr.
&
Mrs.
Robert
E.Owen
is
the
guest
of
Mrs.
J.
C.
Fish,
Pearl
WANTED AYood burning Inin stove, suit- ,
children at their Knox street home.
children
of
Washburn
have
been
sity was the speaker.
able for camp. Address II*. ,0. BOX 411, Rock- ;
street.
Box 417
Vassalboro, Maine
Mrs. Mary Ahern and grandchil
land.
_____________________________ 1*7*99 j
Thursday afternoon Miss Virginia guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. B.
Mrs. Sadie Lyon of South Brain
dren are at the \\ allace .Edgerton -Baldwin of Thongwa, Burma, will Feyler.
WANTED- Cow dog also a watch dog. |
tree.
Mass.,
is
visiting
her
brother,
Will pay Highsst Price
farm in Cushing for a vacation visit. address the gathering, and ThursdayApplv to GEORGE A. WINSLOW, Owl s Head, l
Merle Clifford of Wytopitlock. T.
Tel. 425-14.
W
No lot too largs; non, too small
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker of Me evening Mrs. DeWitt C. Baldwin of F. Monahan of Gardiner. Albert Hewitt of the Bancroft School; reci GEORGES RIVER ROAD Willis Pitcher.
tations by Miss Paige. Miss Madeline
The annual Library Whist will lie
thuen are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Rangoon. Burma, will speak, Thurs Parker of Chelsea . Mass., Philip ' Rogers. and Miss Louise Dolliver.
WANTED- Clrl lor kltelieu work. Applv
All is quiet along the river now that held Aug. 20 at the Camden Yacht HHOAb ST. Tel. tlGtl-M.____________________
Call Warren, Me. 2-3
Charles Shorey.
Cohen and Sidney Bernstein of Mal There will also be a short discourse '.he haying is over. The broad fields Club. Tickets are 1.00 and the proday being missionary day.
WANTKP Waitress Immediately at PARK
Misses Amy and Alida Robinson
Friday afternoon Rev. C. E. Titus den, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Ford. I on the people and customs of China, ;are sheared of their tall waving feeds will be used for the purchase STREET CAKE.
_______ 97-99
or writs, cars of
motored from their home in Win of Wiscasset will 'be the preacher and Quincy. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. E. M by Mrs. Helen H. Carlson, followed by - Tops which towered well above a
of books for the library. Refresh
WANTED—Wttrk fur team. |ilitwitie. carting
chester, Mass., Monday, spent the Friday evening Rev. O.. G. Bernard , Otoerton of Cambridge. Mass..
Mass., ami the Chinese wedding ceremony in man's waist line. Hay is plentiful ments will be served and there will be <tr any kind nf ,work. CEO. -E. REDMAN.
C. W. McKellar
night at their house at the corner of of Belfast will give the sermon.
George Anderson of Ellsworth are costume in which those having part , here and owing to the drought fin favors for each wide. For table Tln.liinsti.il. I.Me. Tel. 4'.-1._____________ 97-99
Main and Robinson streets and left
«ANTED- liiinm vfttli liatk. Harare privi
are Mr. and Mrs. Paige. Mis» EI -. other states there may be a good reservations, call Mrs. Millard 15.
Warren, Me.
-Saturday afternoon Rev. J. R.-registered at the Medomak House.
lege desired. MANLEY T. PERRY, Purl,
Tuesday morning for Monhegan for Howes of Union preaches. Saturday I The yacht "Vacabond" is at Storer’s Mnddocks. Miss Berl Borgerson. Miss market for it this winter. The bale- Long, telephone 480.
Any Poultry Raiser
SI reel *'afe. ____________________
97-.'i> ,
Reference:
a vacation.
Mrs. Donald Crawford, son Don
evening will he devoted to novelty- wharf while the owner Captain Lilian Maddocks, Miss Margery Phil- ing machine comes to the barn and
112-tf
WANTED A runqielent cm K mull Sei-i. 7.
Mrs. George Buker motored Tues features such as singing and dra Loveland and party of Philadelphia | brook. Camilla and Beda Emery, and 1 makes neat bales which can be easily ald and daughter Priscilla Ann. have
CikkI wages, far fare paid
E H. DAVID
day to West -Poland.
are
visiting
Mr.
and
M
r
s.
William
Paul
Merriam.
:
loaded
into
cars
for
shipment.
SON.
It-.uml
Pond.
Me.
Refer
to
Aliss
Annie
returned
frorfl
an
outing
at
Pleasant
matics.
Kree. 11 Summer St.. Rockland.________ !**;*;*»
Mrs. William Newbert and sev
--------------------Albert Harjuia may become an Beach.
Sunday. Aug. *17, Rev. Charles E. Black.
eral others inspected the radio plant Tibbetts of Tenafly. N. J., will preach
WANTED Sept. 15, chance to work for
The Odd Fellows dining hail was
STARRETT-SPEAR FAMILY
animal tamer. Besides two crows, a
Today at the Comiquc theatre
Satisfaction for
in Cushing Wednesday. It is under morning and evening. Rev. Jesse •the scene of a very pretty affair , The fifty-first annual reunion of the wiltl duck, and skunks he has a fam- Greta Garbo ^vill lie seen in "Anna board a’nd room, by boy attending Commercial
College.
____________ 96-104
LIVE POULTRY and EGG
stood that admission to the plant in Kenderdine will speak in the after Wednesday when the Star Club ' Starrett-Spear families will be hel-1 j)y of young field mice for pets.
Christie;" Friday and Saturday. Ma
WANTED
To
buy
old
horses:
will
give
SHIPPERS
Mr. and Mrs. David Robertson have rie Dressier in "Caught Short.” Com Jiumane death at once. C. A. OLDER, Wal
the future will probably be restrict
members held their annual fair. at Reunion Grove Farm. Warren
noon.
Thursday, Aug. 21. 1930. If stormi moved to Thomaston where Mrs. ing attractions include the ‘Return doboro, Me. Write or telephone.
ed because of the danger from high
If you want the best selling the market
Rev. L. S. Staples of Bangor, presi The decorations of the various tables
reunion will be held in Congrega- Robertson will have a beauty parlor, of Dr. Fu Manehu.” A1 Jolson in
tension wires.
WANTED -Clrl for general work at KNOX affords, ship to
dent of the association, Is director and booths were gay in color and the
............ . .
..........
The Lost | hospital____________________
96-9S
j Friends from Worcester. Mass., are •Mammy."
"Cocoanuts."
Mrs. -Ruth Creighton and son Mal of the camp. He will give a Bibls dainty hand work and cooked food tional vestry. Warren.
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
Bertha A. Starrett, Sec.
visiting Karl Neimi.
Zeppelin,” and Gary Coper ino The , WANTED- To rent house In good condition
had a ready saft. Under an arbor of 97-99
colm took passage to Boston Sunday study course on the Life and
riting
Texan.”
! not far from renter of Thomaston. RE-NT, care
roses Mrs. Marion Miller and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell who
4 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
96*99
*
of the Apostle John.
Courier-Gazette.
Lena Benner had charge of the qui't
were returning from a weekend visit
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt
WANTED^ < apable girl or woman for I returns at all times. For twenty years we
At Temple Height*
which was afterward won bv Miss
to Mrs. Kate Linnell.
housework. Write to AIRS. EVA A. DAVIS, have been rendering better service to our
Mrs. Sace K.
The annual meetings of the Temple Audrey Genthner.
Miss Amelia Gallant of Rumford is
Pleasant Point, Me.
96*98 | shippers. Testimonials, quotations and tags
the guest ef Miss Madeline Burton. Heights Spiritualist Society begin Weston. president of the club and
WANTED
fur |,metical nurse. MRS., fuml-hcd mi request. Reference; Kcderal
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
M.
it.
VD.NDD.N.
63
Cedar
St.
Tel.
8ti7-M.
I National Bank.
82-Tll-tf
Mrs.
Rena
Crowell
dispensed
ice
next
Saturday.
Some
of
the
pro

A large boat named ’•Newfound
rpp lines Inserted once ---------for 25 cents. 3 times
three
94*99
cream and cold drinks. Mrs. Isabelle
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
land" will be launched from the yard gram features are:
for one time. 10 cents for three times, Six
WANTED Agents In ltuckland and vicinity ITSfHJZrEJZIZfSJHJZrajBJHJZr£RrejBjgj
Saturday, Aug. 16—3.30 p. m., spe Labe and Mrs. Bessie Kuhn presided
of C. A. Morse & Son next Wednes
words make a line.
to sell Christmas cards: $1 assortment con- _________________________________________
over a beautiful flower table done
cial meeting Ladies’ Aid Society.
day forenoon.
tabling
84 pieces 50 per cent profit. SARAH *
Cars of Proven Worth, Guaranteed To Give Satis
Sunday*. Aug. 17—10 a. nt., lectuie in lilac and white. Mrs. Mary Kaler
STONE STVlHOS, Bangor. Me._______ 88-130
Harry Mank of West Warren has
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
had
charge
of
th*e
peanut
grab
box
moved into .Mrs. Emma Burton’s by President Rev. Millieent Wilson:
WANTED-- Experienced stitchers at MOD- i
faction. You Are Buying Mileage At a
2 p. m., lecture by Mrs. Olga Gunn; and Miss Mona Jones won the beauti
FOR SALE At Meguntlcook Lake good ERN PANTS CO,______________________ 92-tf
house on Elliot street.
ful
rug
that
was
given
as
a
prize.
Discount When You Buy Of Us!
camn In fine location : good shore privilege.
W ANTED—To loan money on auto, house- j.
Fred Morton of Fitchburg, Mass., 7.30 p. m., public seance, Mrs. \V igPrh-'e rUht fur quick sale. WALTER J0I4DA.V !
Mrs. I. P. Bailey. Mrs. A. L. Shorey
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 pet
Let us renew your Hat with our
is visiting relatives in town.
gin.
U1A Washington St.. Camden.
-H-9J cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX
and
Miss
Betty
Weston
sold
cooked
1929 Ford P/2 Ton Truck
1929 Chevrolet Roadster
-Monday. Aug' 18—2 p. m., lecture
modern Hoffman!
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan who
TO LET-Cottage at iilnn s Point, to small FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. PostofBce.
food
and
candy,
the
lucky
guessers
on
,rty. for laid two week, in August. E. K_ i_________________________________ !‘- lf
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. by Rev. F. A. Wiggin: 7 p. m.. lecture. the weight of the prize cake being
part.
1928 Whippet Cabriolet
1929 Ford Coupe
Alp
5^5555555 i
GLNN, Ash olnt. Me
Straws, Felts, Panamas
Charles Cogan. have returned to their Mrs. Gunn, at Orange hall, Camden. Mrs. Labe and Mr. Gaffney. Mrs.
1928 Studebaker Coupe,
1927 Essex Sedan
•
Tuesday. Aug. 19—-10 a. m., lecture. Louis Schwartz and Mrs. Clarence
LET—’’Red Roof" overlooking Lermond’s
To Let
home in Lewiston.
Cleaned and Reblocked
Pond and Alford’s Lake, six furnished rooms, ________________________
Floyd Benner of Augusta joined Mrs. Wilson; 2 p. m.. lecture, Rev. F. Eugley had a wonder box which con
1926 Buick Sedan
1926 Ford Coupe
water in the house, screened-ln porch, garage. :
ilet
Four room tenement, electric
his family at the home of his wife’s A. Wiggin; 7 p m.. all mediums meet tained marvelous gifts for young and
OSCAR S. DUNCAN, 156 South Main St. Tel. ' lights and flush jdoset. REuN.IAMIN MILLER.
PROMPT SERVICE
1927 Ford Ton Truck
1928 Whippet Coach
97*99
93-^s 26 Otankin St. Tel. 692-M.
mother for the weekend. They all ings.
457,
old. Mrs. Floyd Wotton and Mrs.
Wednesday, Aug 20—10 a. m.. lec Halnlin Schofield sold exquisite bits
FDR SALE Six room cottage at Hay Side.' *po LET—jSix room house, electric light
returned to Augusta Sunday.
1929 Chevrolet Coach
1926 Ford Touring
PHILIP SULIDES
Northport.
Inquire of MRS. GE<tRGIA toilet and garage at 7. Union St. BEN IAMIN:
Mrs. Cora Currier visited in Cam ture. Rev. F. A. Wiggin; 2 p. m„ lec of hand work. Mrs. Thelma Benner
SMALL. Glencove. Me.
_________ 94*102 ytlLLEK. 26 Rankin St. Tel. 6«»2-M.
9 7*99
1929
Nash
Cabriolet
1926
Essex
Coach
Main St.,
Opp. Strand Theatre
den Wednesday where she met her ture, Mrs. Olga Gunn: 7.30 p. m., was the winner of the second
TO bCT -Cottage a Crawford Pond. Union.* TO LET Store at 58ft (Main St. BENJAMIN
cottage sear.ees and private readings. quilt. A card party in the evening
1927 Chrysler Sedan
1926 Pontiac Coach
sister. Mrs. Biggins from Bangor.
WILLIAM SANSDM Tel. 72 or 52ft-W. 8»-tf MILLER. 26 Rai.kin St. Tel
2TO2
56then58Th-ttf
Thursday, Aug. 21—10 a. m„ me concluded the program.
Visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
TO LET For season summer cottage at
FOR SALE—-Or to let summer cottage at
1927 Dodge Sedan
Dodge Touring
Elliot are Mrs. Elliot’s sister and morial services, Rev. Millieent M IIOwl's Head.
MRS RUTH McBEATH. 148 Ingraham Hill, (6 furnished rooms, city water.’
73-tf electric lights; 3 minutes to electric ears;
Union St. Tel. 649.
Mrs. Albert Reynolds and son; 2 p. m., lecture, Mr. Wiggin;
OWL’S HEAD
nice view of harbor. G. A. TARR. Tel. 1242-W ■,
FOR SALE Large modern co.tage at Cres _____________________________________
CONVENIENT TIME PAYMENT PLAN
daughter Dorothy of Brighton. Mas.^ 4 p. m., annual meeting of corpora97-99]
cent
Beach,
all
Improvements,
two-car
garage
,
Rev. Mr. Frohock is in town for the j
Booths are being erected for the tion; 7.30 p. m., public seance, Mrs.
fine location. EDW ARD GONIA at Gonla’s '
TO LET Six room tenement on Grace St,:
American Legion fair on the mall Gunn.
&2-tfj modem. ERNEST
DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
Store. The New Bicknell.
jzrzjzrajHJHrararari
96-tf|
Friday, Aug. 22—10 a. m., lecture, remainder cf the summer.
Aug. 20.
TO LET Furnished cottage at Ocean View Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Schemerhorn of Chi- .
to be announced: 2 p. m.. lecture. Mr.
Point, Spruce Head. J. S. ALLARD. Spruce
TO LET Two furnished rooms one for $2.
Head._________________ 92tf one for $3. Tel 1P74-J. 24 FRANKLIN ST
Wiggin; 4 p. m., annual meeting eago are guests at the Rogers House, *
Douglass Walker, Albert T. Gould,
96*98
An excellent and varied program j
Direct from the manufacturer to
Ladies’ Aid Society; 7.30 p. m., public
Jr., of Boston, and Whitman LevenTO LET Single house on Rockland
has
been
secured
for
the
entertain,
the consumer. You save the job
For
Sale
seance.
with
garage.
Inquire
D.
SHAFTER,
1">
Rock

saJer of Concord, X. H., are camping
ber’s, wholesaler’s and retailer's
Saturday, Aug. 23—10 a. m.. lec ment following the fair, to be held
land St. Tel. 888.
£»6-tf
FOR
SALE
Two
new
milch
cows.
Holstein
at Dead River.
in the church this evening at 8 o’clock i
profits.
ture,
-Mrs.
Gunn;
2
p.
m..
lecture.
and a Guernsey, two other cows. Low price.
TO
LET
Flat
on
second
floor
of
Kankiu
>
The marriage of Rllie Copeland
daylight time. Mrs. F. Landau of Tel 311-R. MORTON'S, Opp. Trotting Paik.
block, 602 Alain St., over Stewart’s store,1
97*99 suitable for family or office. Phone 168. write
Seven gallons or more delivered to
Young to Miss Hazel Adell Mitchell Rev. F. A. Wiggin; 6 p. m., public New York, will render several piano j
baked
bean
supper;
7.30
p.
m.,
con

your nearest railroad station.
will take place at the Baptist Church ;
selections: there will be vocal selec- FAR 'SALE- Violin, 'cello, saxophone, flute, Box 277 or call 431 Main St. FRANK H. IN
cert.
Mr.
Nickerson.
(.It
'
HAM
tr.
mbone.
viola,
guitar,
piccalo.
drum,
traps.
Saturday at 4 o’clock. The service
tions from the Rockland Philhar
Sunday. Aug. 24—10 a. m., lecture: monic Quartet; solos by Raymond 1
; TEL. THOMASTON D»5-1I.
97*99 ,
TO
(LET-Furnished
house
with
filling
stawiD be open to the public.
2 p. m.. lecture. Mrs. Olga Gunn; 7.30 Greene of Rockland, and Miss A. B. i
FOR .SALE—Farms, large and small, good tion and road stand on Camden St. at ItorkMrs. Winfield Davis of Waldoboro
•argains on easy terms, also shore property on ' land and Rockport city line. Rent reasonable
! li ,wford bond1 Seven frie"’non.! and Uw- j to desirable parties. Inquire I. K JIlRf'H at
was in town Wednesday to attend the p. m.. public seance.
delivered at your house by t
* mnnd pond. Investigate. M. It. .MILLER, above address.________________________ 9a«97
tnt at—
funeral of the late Aaron Winchen, East Union, Me.
f________ fb *99 *pq ,leT Three-room apartment on Orient
EAST FRIENDSHIP
bach.
FOR'.SALE Nicely made hooked and braid- street, unfurnished, lower floor. NELSON B
Mrs. Roscoe Wallace of Union who
95-9
Mrs. C. N. Lewis visited Mrs. C.
ed rugs. Good patterns and colors. MRS G COBB. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
lias been visiting Mrs. Verne Aehorn
•99
BLACK, 9 Water St. Tel. 5:«-W.
TO LET-Furnished cottage at iBa.xside,
Delano in Thomaston last week.
returned to her home Wednesday.
Northport.
Convenient
to
stores
and
postThis paint is guaranteed by the
FOR SALE -Five-year-old Jersey cow, just
Levi Burns of Back Cove spent the
Mup. Frank D. Elliot was among weekend at the home of his son A
manufacturer—one of the largest
freshened: four burner Glenwood oil stove, offlee. A. W. GREtrORY, 116 Main St., Rock
95-97
used few .months : large safe for office or store. land.
those who attended the opening of
paint making firms in the country
L. Burns.
A E RI( HARDS, Melvin Heights. Camden,
TO LET- Neat and clean 5 room tenement
old colonial houses in Wiscasset
Davis-Farm and Home
Me. Tel. 168-11.
97*99 t0||ett
cellar, shed. SARAH E. (BAR-1 —The
EM. Winslow of Jamaica Plain
Wednesday.
Paint C<^ of Kansas City.
94 J
FOR .SALE- Baby stroller in good con- TER. 11 Fulton St. Tel. 213-R.
Mass., spent last Wednesday at Willie
Fred Redman is showing some im Havaner’s.
ditlon. TEL. 1027.
94*961 to LET—Upstairs apartment,
provement in his condition, being
FOR SALE One piano, two bednawn suites, bath, well heated, all modern improvements,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marsha!! of
extension
dining
room
laid.
.
*g
doz.
...,k ..niral’j I«..-t.,.;.l Aiq-iy Vj Ma-.„nc cq TH
now able to sit up.
South l^ope were Saturday at R. J
chairs. V. F. KTUDLEY, 69 park St. Tel. 1
»
MR>. D N MOKTLAND.______
Misses Ruth Blodgett and Anna Marshall's.
LOCAL AGENT
96-tf
1080.
V. fS
TO LET—Garage and storage.
Dillingham entertained the following
STUDLEY,
<59 Park St. Tel. 1080.
88-tf
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sergirant and
FOR SALE Ory slabs in 2 foot bundles. 10
members of the Friday Club at din daughter Ruth of Falmouth spent the
bundles for $1. Edgings. 10 bundles for $1. I jo LET Five room tenement, all modern.
Tel. up to 8 A. M. 946. Evg's 8841
Delivered anywhere. R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley garage, southern exposure.
ROBERT U.
ner Tuesday Mrs. Harriet Levensaler, weekend with A. A. Orne.
61Th70
lane Tel. 522-M.
_________ 96*98-0 : <7>UJ\s, 375 Main St. Tel. 7?:
92-tf
.Mrs. I. M. New com be, Mrs. Lucy
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bradford and
F'OR SALE Baiiy carriage. MRS. CHARLES
jo LET- Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette'
Bunker. Mrs. Henrietta Levensaler, family of Hallowell spent Sunday at
SMITH. 32 Green tft., Thomaston. Me. Tel. an,| bath. CITLERICOOK CO.
92-tf!
and as a special guest Mrs. Alfred the home of W. A. Bradford.
. r, .96-9S ■ .
—
—— --------------------------------------------------—TO LET—Furnished apartment of twe !
W. Levensaler.
Capt. Lew Wallace returned Sun
FOR SALE Pure apple cider vinegar, full moms, or single rooms, all modern. HILL
Allen and Joyce Clark of Portland day to New Bedford. Mass., after
strength at Simonton Farm, West Rockport, i DANE. Tel. 427-R.
92-tf
? i
96-tf; 25 cents pr gal. J. H. SIMONTON.
who have been spending three weeks spending last week at home. He was
------------------------------------------ , TO LET—Cottage hcuse on Camden St.; 1
FOR SALE Home Herald Oak parlor heat- | also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. accompanied by Mrs. Wallace who
er. Price $10 for quick sale. DONALD
CUM
........... ............
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer 8t. Tel. 318-R.
Clifford Clark, returned Tuesday to will remain for a few weeks.
MINUS, 168 North Main St. Tel. 677-J. 96-98
92-tf
Since 1840 this firm has
Pot tland.
Mr. and Mrs George Cook of Fal
FOR uSALE Jt I iR. pullets. 4 mo. old.
TO LET-Apartment iu Bicknell block
faithfully served the families
Mrs. Martin Clark of Lewiston who mouth are spending two weeks at the
blood tested. Low price. OTTO KAB1. B. No. | Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix
of Knox County
3. Union, Me.
95*97 Lob.stai*Co. Tel. 208.
has been the guest of her mother, home of Austin Orne.
92-tf !
We have just been advised by the Oakland Motor Car
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs. Ronaynne, has returned home.
FOR SALE- Golden Batam corn, cabbage, i
Several from this place attende
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
nice potatoes and other vegetables, picked to 1
Company that, effective August 11th, prices on all current
Osborne R. Berry a guest at the the circus in Rockland Monday.
Miscellaneous
j order anv day in week. Come up. OVERAMBULANCE SERVICE
Knox Hotel with Harris Shaw who is
Riley Bradford and daughter Ruth
NBSS
SARKESIAN,
157
Middle
St.
Tel
model Pontiac [Big Sixes and Oakland Eights have been
NOTICE As I have given my .son Merrill
568-W.
95-tf j
visiting at his old home on Bine spent Sunday at the village.
W. Payson his time I shall collect fionc of Ills
street made the trip to Bangor Wed
FOR SALE •Power boat 24x7 wiUi 22 h. p. . wages nor pay any of his 'hills from this date.
Mrs. Julia Miller of Rockland who
reduced . . . with reductions up to $170.
Ford engine, for trawling or lobxteiing, $225. | VIRGIL T. PAYSON, Warren, Me., Aug 13.
nesday in Mr. Berry’s car.
lias been spending a few weeks with
ROCKLAND, ME.
New Shipmate stove. $10. CHARLES HEN 1038.
97-M
As has been mentioned in these relatives here went to Hatchet CovPERSON. Thomaston, Me.
95*97 I
FOR SALE—J. Emery Ladd place, at Vlnalitems, a used ear has been generously Monday where she will visit her
FOR SALE—‘New milch cow. A A. PAUL. haven, to settle estate, furnished or unfur
given to the Thomaston Nurse Asso daughter Mrs. Chester Havener.
5o Mountain S:., Cam lun, Me. Tel. 79-4.
nished. Call at premises Monday afternoon
95*97 or evening .or Tusday and see property, if de DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
and
ciation for the use of the Town Nurse
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Simmons of
while on duty. Because of limited ! Hatchet Cove and Mrs. Pearl Lawry
FOR -SALE -Champion home moving picture sirous of purchasing cither real estate or
up
Dentist
machine, together with large supply of films. household furniture. LILLIAS A- ELWELL,
finances the officers of the nssocia-|of Portland were recent visitors of
95-98 302 MAIN ST.
TEL 1086-W.
93-97 administratrix.
ROCKLAND, ME.
tion deliberated for some time over Mrs. Hattie Burns.
MARRIED MEN—We need two for work in
FOR SALE- Pair of oxen, about 8 ft.
accepting the gift since it means the
Telephone 915-M
Raymond Carter and children of
CHARLES K. •CALDERWOOD, VInalhavcn. Me Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties. Must pos
big
at
problem of an additional yearly ex Portland returned home Sunday after
83tf
94*99 sess Initiative. Good earnings and oppor
tunity for promotion. Car desirable and ref
pense, I,nt since, on the other hand, spending several weeks with his sis
FOR SALE -2* ft. power boat. Star engine erences required. Write, for interview. L.,
with marine clutch, would make a fine lobster caro Courier-Gazette.
it would mean so great a saying in ter Mrs. A. L. Burns.
95-97 DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
boat. J. H. MILLER. -Rockport.
93-98
time and energy of the 'nurse and
Mrs. M. P. Orne and Mrs. W. O
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons that
and
FOR SALE—Barber shop, best one-chair from this date 1 will pay no hills other than
since so many citizens have expressed Pounce of South Warren were at Mrs
Osteopathic Physician
shop in city. Established 7 years. Business those contracted by myself. IVAN (SIMMONS,
up
themselves in favor, it was finally M. W. Hatch’s Tuesday.
for two. Other business, reason for selling. I Tenant's Harbor. Aug. 8, 1930.
95*97
400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
accepted, though the association at
have
made
a
living
for
family
of
eight
In
it.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richardson
DR. JOHN LUNT, •Medium, will be at the
Act quick. Address BARBER, rare Courler-present finds itself without funds for -if Massachusetts is visiting at A. IV
TaletAenaa 129R: Raairianra
93-tf home of R. A. Greene, 38 Beech St., every
the running expense. Several friends Morton’s. Wadsworth Point.
lowest-priced Eight
Tuesday for readings and treatment by ap
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
FOR SALE Fitted hard wood. %cord $7, pointment: TEL. 1186-X.
97-tf
of tile work, hearing of this, proposed
Llewellyn Burns and Mrs. Hatti
Whereas, Edna ',M. Robbins of Rockland iu
limbs and soft wood.
cord, $5. LVKE R
that a fund be established by those Burns were in Thomaston Wednesd:
PAINTING,
PAPER
IIANGLNG,
also
mason
the
County
of Knox andlState of Maine, by her
BREWSTER. R. F. D. -City or Tel. 48-W.
93*98 work, brick, cement, plastering. A. W. GRAY mortgage deed dated duly 19th, 1926, and re
who feel willing to contribute any sum to attend the funeral of the late
!
contractor,
3
Adams
iSt.,
Rockland,
iMe.
90-tf
corded
in
Kiev County .Registry of Deeds,
These reductions are made because in the winter the
.they can give each year. These Aaron Wincapaw.
FOR SALE—Packard, Twin-Six, 7 passen- ;
FISHING PARTIES taken to fishing Book 2G8, IPage 466. conveyed to the under
. ger closed model. Engine recently overhauled^ 1
persons took the initiative and vol
signed.
Benjamin
T. Fales of South Thom
factory will present two new cars which, while changed
Mrs. May Hatch and Mr. and Mrs
mechanically perfect. Good paint, good tires’I pounds: everytldng furnished except eats. aston. in said Comity
of Knox and Rtate of
untarily pledged a certain yearly Charles Payson of Weymouth. Mass
Two new spares, with covers. Big bargain for Any-days except Tuesday. Tiiursday or Satur .Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land situ
enough to classify as new models, will remain practically
sum. A gift of $5 lias been received were entertained Wednesday at Holi
quick sale. A. C. ROBBINS, Ash (Point, Me. day. S. T. AMES, Rockland. Tel. 1070.
ated on Spruce (Head Island Jn said town of
Phone 375-14.
86*98 South Thomaston and bounded and de
92*97
also. If there are any other citizens day Beach by Mrs. Grace Flood.
unchanged in appearance, size and design.
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls scribed as follows:'
FOR SALE—-Six room bungalow at 40
who sympathize and wish to help with
Beginning at stake and stones at tlio
Admontem Ave., Rockland, furnished, with bui,t an<* rcI)a,rcfl: a,l kinds of lawn work, by
tikis plan ‘their assistance will Ibe
A Grange near Watertown, New
improvements; price right to settle an estate. the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL- •Northeast corncr’of the Brown Jot and?on the
The
tuo
new
cars
will
have
the
same
type
engines
used
TON.
54
Brewster
St.
Tel.
467.
75*86-tf
greatly appreciated. Communication
Western
aide of the driveway leading to the
; CARRIE NICHOLS, 31 Bill St., City. Tel
°rk. boasts the possession of two
1 831-W.
85-tf
town road: thence Westerly along the
of any off> rs may lie made to Mary members, both still active and usually
LAWN MOWERS repaired and sharpened. main
Northerly
side of the said Brown lot. one
in the cars now offered.
McPhail, treasurer.
FOR SALE—Two family house, first class calle»l for and delivered. Satisfaction guar hundred thirty (130) feet, more or less, to the
present at Orange meetings, who are
condition, with improvements, $2650. V. F. anteed. <’RIE HARDWARE CO., Rocklam
The annual picnic of Grace Chapter. 94 and 97 years old respectively.
9 ‘"h ->hore of Tim’s Cove: thence Northerly along
STUDLEY, 69 Park ,St. Tel. 1080.
92-tf | Tel. 791._______________________
the shore three hundred '(390) feet, more or
-O.E.S., will lie held Sunday. Aug. 17.
These new prices give you an opportunity to own a big
MONKS’ TO LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort less, to stake and stones at this grantee’s
FOR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long, $6.50;'
on the shore at Hawthorne's Point.
gages.
KNOX
FINANCE
CO.,
16
School
St
■
land: thence Easterly and nearly parallel
This political bug you hear so much
stove
length.
$8
;
fitted
wood.
$14
;
also
lumber.
car at small car cost and at a great saving.
South Cushing if pleasant; but it',about must be the fabled straddle92-tf with the (first line one hundred thirty (139)
L. A. J’At'KAKD, R. F. D.. Thomaston. 92-tf Opp. postofflee.
stormy. at the M.iloney House. South hug.—Greenville (S. C.) News.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and feet, more or less, to stake and istones: thence
FOR SALE—250 acre farm, house and barn
Southerly along the Western side of this
Cushing. Those planning to go please
In good condition, 1000 cords hard wood, some repair your furniture at 216 LlMEROCK STJ grantee's land and nearly parallel with the
Don’t miss this opportunity. At their new low prices these
blueberry land, cuts r.O tons hay, Waldoboro. Tel. 1010.
meet at the head of Wadsworth street
second line three hundred (399, feet, more or
$3600.
easy
term.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
69
Park
cars are the greatest “buys” in the automobile field today.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the less, to the place of beginning.
at 11.30 a. m. Any member who cd rug. all wool of the finest softest
St. Tel. 1080.______
92-tf Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
Together with the right to use the drive
wishes to invite friends is at liberty to quality, made by Mrs. Edith Averill,
92-tf way leading to the town road in common with
FOR SALE—Wood that makes warm solicited. II. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
All prices f. o. b. Pontiac, Michigan
do so. Take picnic lunch and dishes and the beautiful drawn work lunch
and flic right to take water from the
friends. Tel. Rockland 125-W nr 122-2 Thom
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES others,
aston. Fitted wood, $14; junks, $12; cord and estates, up-to-date property, In the gar well on the Northern side nf the town j’oad in
for clams and coffee which are to be eon set. of Italian linen, made by Mrs.
wood, $10. del. O. H. ( RIE & CO., Thomas- den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write common with others.
BODIES
BY
FISHER-PRODUCTS
OF
GENERAL
MOTORS
•
Olive
Brasler
for
the
Legion
fair,
to
served.
Also hereby conveying all shore rights be
Un. Successor to Ralph Conant &. Sou.
» ♦ ♦ ♦
no
us what J°u want- ORBLN J PICKET, Bel
appreciate their exquisite handiwork.
longing to said lot.
1 fast. Me.
92-tf
And whereas the conditions of said mort
To
see
them
is
to
want
them.
Who
Cooked food, and lots of it is Mrs.
FOR SALE—Hardwood fitted. $14; junks, I
gage have been broken.
$12: long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft Ella Dunn’s plea for the Baked Food knows but perhaps you will get one
Now. therefore. l» reason of the breach of
Notice To Dog Owners
wood and slabs. $8; also lumber. T. J. CARShop at the Fair on the 20th. I’ies, or both of them. Why not try?
the conditions thereof, I claim ,a foreclosure
ROLL, Tel. 263-21.
_________
92-tf
of
said mortgage.
Young
Gerald
(Rowland
has
been
cake, bread, salad dressing, dough
NOTICE To owners of dogs running loose.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, August <5th, J939.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions *
nuts. anything and everything is sala doing a very good stunt soliciting
65 LlMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
In Rockland A large list of summer cottages. I will not ,be responsible for what may hap
BEN J. T. KALES.
ble. I«ast year this shop was sold grabs for Mrs. Edith Clark’s booth
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and pen to your dog found running loose on my
Rockland. Maine, August 6th. 1939.
property at Bear Hill, Rockville. Maine.
talk
over
mv
list
If
you
wish
to
buy.
ROBERT
Personally
appeared
the
above named. Ben
at
the
fair,
but
one
never
has
enough.
out long before the middle of the
Any dogs running deer, rabbits out of sea jamin T. Fales. and made until that the fore
U. COLLINS. 375 .Main St. Tel. 77.
92-tf
afternoon.
Let’s see if we can’t Perhaps you have something tucked
son or chasing and disturbing my cattle and going foreclosure notice, by him signed. Is
WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember tbat you sheep will he shot on sight.
true.
keep it open longer and have some away that would be just the thing.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
_ .........
...... dogs up
Owner
of dogs ............
beware..............
Keep your
Before me,
If so let Gerald know and he will
thing to offer all customers
the home news, at the Old South News Ageuc;. I H. B. RICHMOND. Hilltop. Bear HiH. Rock ,
GILFORD B. BUTLER
One must see the b* nutlful braid- slndly call.
• Washington 8t., next Old South Church.
vllle, -Me.
93-116 97-Th-lftO
.’•u$tlcc of the J’eace.

A QUAKER SCHOOL FOR

,4RCH

DORMAN’S

LIVE POULTRY

MILLER’S GARAGE

In Everybody’s Column

Tested Used Cars

NEW HATS FOR OLD

BUY YOUR
PAINT

MILLER’S GARAGE

Rankin St.,

Rockland

$2.37 per Gallon

$2.50 per Gallon

OAKLAND-PONTIAC

HARRY CARR

PRICES REDUCED
up to

$

170

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

Pontiac Big Six-now 665
A

car

small car price

Oakland Eigh.t-now$895
America’s

C. W. HOPKINS

IX

V7

Every-Other-'
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COATS
**■*

V
041

•

Bargains in Our

Basement
Misses’ and Women’s Sizes

We just added to this stock about 20 Coats

from our Street Floor Department

g

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

to addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe1 dally desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ______________ ______ ________ 770

Tweed Mixtures, and Plain Colors

MONT O N’

Tuesday Tho Courier-Gazette office
was favored with a visit from Mrs.
Maltha G. Robinson of Medford,
Mass., who called to voice her appre
ciation of this paper. Mrs. Robin
son is 87 and she had motored that
day to this city from Cushing, where
she formerly resided on the same farm
for 50 years. She went two years ago
to Massachusetts where she now
makes her home with her daughters,
Mrs. Hattie Sholes and Mrs. Emma
Pendleton.

Mrs. Ralph Wiggin Is to entertain
Chapin Class at picnic supper to
morrow evening at her summer home
at W’arren. The committee in charge
consists of Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs.
Fred True, Mrs. A. B. Higgs, Mrs. H.
P. Blodgett and Mrs. E. R. Veazie and
all those who plan to attend are
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Boynton and son
asked to notify one of the committee
so that sufficient transportation may Stanley are occupying their new cot
tage at Crescent Beach.
be provided.

250 DRESSES
JUST ARRIVED
of Fast Colored Broadcloth and Percale
$1.25 and $1.50 Values for

$1.00
EACH

Repriced to,

$10.00-$ 15.00-$ 18.50
BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
A RED-BLOODED
DRAMA FOR
RED-BLOODED
MEN AND WOMEN!
All the thrills of Zane Grey, Jack
London and Rex Beach in one inspir
ing story of wild love!
Blood-chilling scenes of adventures
led by a hero with the physique of a
Greek god!
A little hoy of the wilds, too, in
deeds of daring to fire the heart of
every American boy!

“THE SILENT ENEMY”
Paramount’s New Show World

Successor to “Chang" and "Four Feathers"

It’s Real! It’s True!
—ALSO—

Talking Comedy

Paramount Sound News
NOW SHOWING

“SONG OF THE FLAME”
With

t

Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray
PUBLIX
SHOWS
Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Home ef
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

‘‘EVERY’SEAT A COOL RETREAT”
One of The Publix Theatres

Fast Fun! Furious Love!
These Breezy New Songs!
“Brother Laugh It Off”
“It Seems To Me”
“I’m Afraid of You”
“In My Own
Peculiar Way”

CHARLIE RUGGLES
GINGER ROGERS

STANLEY SMITH
FRANK MORGAN
In

“Queen High”
A Paramount Musical Farce

Riotously Played By a Star Cast!!
A hair-raising farce made from
the beloved popular play, “A Pair
of Sixes!”
The love mix-up starts when two
partners in the garter business fail
to snap out of it, and stretch their
interest too much to the garter
models!
Beautiful gills—ibreathless fun—
merry music in this very merry
play!

THURSDAY-FRIDAY

Comedy, Vagabond Adventure

Coming Saturday

trv
ROARING
RANCH
Horn* of
Paramount
Pictures

One of the
Publix
Theatres

Tel. 409

Philip Tower and Warren Devine
Miss Mildred Sweeney is in Mon
hegan for a week, the guest of Miss of Lexington./ Mass., are visiting
Stanley Boynton at Crescent Beach.
Mary A. Brown.
Mrs. S. F. Lufkin of Pleasant View
Farm. Glencove, is entertaining Mrs.
Milton Bray and daughter Ada of
Dorchester, and .Mr. and Mrs. George
Bray of Pigeon Cove, Mass. Mr.
Bray’s son Arthur will also visit there
Dr. B. J. Wasgatt and daughters. while the Coast Guard Cutter KickaMary. Martha and Cynthia, motored poo is in port.
to Bingham and Lakewood yesterday.
---->
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hart are to be
Clarence Barnard and family arc at Clinton Rowley's cottage, Lermond
at Kezar Falls for two weeks.
Pond, South Union, for two weeks.

Mrs. James Moran (Helen Ranlett)
and two children of Hyde Park. Mass.,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Ranlett, Kockvllle.

Mrs. A. J. Murray, Talbot nvenue.
entertained at sewing Tuesday eve
ning.
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained tho
T.H.E. Club Monday evening at her
Crescent Benell cottage at supper and
cards, Loners falling to Mrs. C. E.
Gilley, Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs.
John S. Ranlett, 3d.

Miss Margaret Ormond and Mr.
and Mrs. William Moulaison of
Brooklyn are guests of Miss Anna
Coughlin who is summering at Easter
Cove. Owl’s Head, and calling on
Rockland friends and relatives.
Miss Thelma Littlefield arrives to
morrow from Orono to be the guest
of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Tal
bot avenue.

Parker Merriam and family have
returned to the Pratt apartment, 119
Limerock street, from their summer
home "Sunny Acres" at Owl’s Head,
which is being occupied for the month
of August by Dr. L. E. Gilchrist and
sisters, Misses Daisy and Ida Gilchrest, of Upper Montclair, X. J.
Miss Lucy Marsh has returned
home from Waterville where she was
the guest for a few days of Mrs. Ralph
Hagerman (Xellie Lawrence).
A
performance at Lakewood and a call
on Miss Esther Fernald at Fairfield
were included in Miss Marsh’ itin
erary.

A NEW HOSIERY VALUE
GENUINE FULL FASHIONED
Guaranteed 42 Gauge Quality of Silk; Special Crack,
Double Extra, Knit of full 14 inch Needle Bar, 52 Course to

the inch. This hosiery is considtred by the manufacturer to

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Miss Barbara Jordan who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred E.,Keyes have
Miss Frajices A. Dean of San Fran
the guest of her grandparents, Mr.
returned from Concord. N. 11., where
and Mrs. Albert |Jordan (n South cisco and (Fresno is the guest of Miss
Marcia Farwell, Summer street, for they have been visiting their daugh
Warren, has returned home.
ter.
a few days.
Miss Rose E. Moody who has been
. Mrs. Etta Covel who has been visit
spending the greater part of her va
Dudley Wolfe, who recently partici ing her daughter Mrs. Copping in Los
cation in Camden with her mdth?r, pated in the Bermuda races, is at Angeles, for several months returned
has returned to this city.
Clifford Lodge. Warrenton, where he home Monday.
Will remain 'until the international
Alvah F. Staples is visiting his yacht races.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody. Dr. and
daughter In Camden and friends in
Mrs. Perley Damon, Mr. and Mrs.
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Gregory Wallace Spear and Mr. and Mrs.
have returned from Hartford where Henry Jordan were at Lakewood,
The marriage of a Rockland couple they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. ! Saturday , returning Sunday. They
in Waterville July 12 became known Seabrook W. Gregory.
They also 'attended the play ‘Let Us Be Gay.”
here this week. The principals were visited in Portland.
Earl C. Randall, who is employed as
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinal have
chemist by the Rockland & Rockport
Miss Ethel Cochrane of Hallowell been visiting Mrs. Vinal’s sister. Mrs.
Lime Corporation; and Miss Louise is at Mrs. Mary Burkett’s, Broad Alton Merrifield at Kezar Falls, for
M. Tyler, who has been teaching In street, for ten days’ stay.
la few days.
the Waltham (Mass.) public schools.
They are residing on Camden street,
Miss Lena Miller has returned
Miss Hazel Harrison of Clark Island
and receiving belated congratulations.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph from Gorham where she attended
summer school.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Vina! who have Whitehouse, Talbot avenue.
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elton
Miss Flora Fish and Mrs. Bessie
Daniel Sullivan, a former member HoiYses have returned from a motor
Merrifield at Kezar Falls arrive home
of Tlie Courier-Gazette force, is home trip through the Green .Mountains
today.
from Boston on his vacation.
Y
----and White Mountains. They visited
Mrs. Etta Covel arrived home Tues
Mrs. Hoffses’ cousin Mrs. Warren
B. F. Fry and daughter, Miss Mary Erskine in Lyndonville. Vt.
day from an extended visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Copping, Westwood Fry. have returned from Middletown.
Hills, Calif., stopping in Boston for Ohio, where they have been making
ten days to visit relatives and friends. their home the past eight monhs, and
tvill again take up their residence in
Mrs. John G. Snow and daughter this city. Mr. Fry will travel for the
Nancy have arrived home from Ma- J. F. Lesley Milling Co. of Plainville.
chiasport where they were guests of Mich, his territory embracing Maine,
New Hampshire and Vermont.
relatives for several days.

The bridge party nt Grand Army
Mrs. Edith Oakes. Mrs. Albert K. A Mrs. Flora E. Lovejoy of North
Hall Tuesday evening, under the Gardner and son Charles have re Main street is at iKnox Hospital for
auspices of the auxiliary of Pons of turned to their homo in Orono after, treatment.
Union Veterans had five tables, hon being guests of Hon. and Mr:
ors being won by Mrs. Florence Keat Obadiah Gardner and Mr. and Mrsl
Mrs. Josephine Perry and Mrs.
ing, I. J. Shuman. Mrs. Fred Aehorn, Clarence Beverage.
[arguerite MeAlman have retun.ed
Mrs. I, J. Shuman and Mrs. Midn
from a motor trip to Boston.
Packard. Mrs. Helen Paladino act
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richards of
Miss Maxine Perry entertained at
ed as hostess.
Salem, Mass., were guests Tuesday
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia, Cres supper last night at her Summer,
street home In honor of her eighth 1
Mrs. FTanels Louraine and daughter cent Beach.
birthday with a jolly group of her I
Ione, and Mr. and Mrs John Bennett
jof Hartford. Conn., Nave returned
Mr. and Mrs. Howard K. Flynn who 1 youthful contemporaries in attend
i from an eight days’ motor trip have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. j ance including Marguerite and Rnnthrough Canada.
John G. Snow, Orange street, and j aid McAuliffe of Winthrop. Mass.
relatives in Machiasport, have re She received the usual quota of birth
day remembrances.
Miss Esther Fernald who is a pa turned to their home in Brooklyn,
tient at the Fairfield Sanitarium is
w
-----Mrs. L. P. Waller and Mrs. John W.
reported as showing encouraging im
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr.,> were
provement.
Queen who have been on an extended
In Bangor yesterday.
motor trip through New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia are guests of Mr.
Mrs. C. C. Wahle and son ’’Buddy"
Harold Hutchinson and family of and Mrs. J. E. Stevens. Talbot ave
of IFushing, L. I., are expected to ar Boston were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
nue, for a few days before returning
rive Sunday to be guests of Mr. and
Philip Thomas, Chestnut street, oil I to their homes in Wollaston, Mass.
Mrs. George McLaughlin, Walker
their way to Bar Harbor to attend the
Place. Mr. Wahle will Join them later horse races today.
Miss Celia Hanscom of Lewiston Is
in the month.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Elonia Tuttle entertained the Gay. Chestnut street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Broughton of Tuesday Club at luncheon and bridge
South Orange, N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. with Mrs. H. X. McDougall of Port
The Baraea Class is Io conduct a
Philip Reid Jr. of Montclair, N. J., land as honor guest.
(cooked food sale Saturday afternoon
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy
in the F. J. Simonton Co. store.
Crane for the week.
Miss Hilda George of Thomaston
left yesterday for Honolulu where
Am-ong the Rockland people at
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B. Sleeper of she will be engaged for two years ill
tending open house day at Wiscas
Watertown. Mass., are guests of Mr. public health nursing.
set yesterday were noted Mr. and
and Mrs. Vernon Giles. Cedar street,
Mrs. L. A. Thurston. Mrs. E. L. Toner,
for the month of August.
Laforest Thurston, accompanied liy Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. M. E. Wot
ills son Carl, who spent the weekend ton. Mrs. F. W Fuller, Mrs. C. I.
Miss Mary Bird who has been at
him. went to North Haven ISurrows, Miss Caroline Littlefield,
Lasell Seminary for a course in with
Tuesday.
Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mrs. W. W.
normal music methods nt the summer
Spear, Mrs. C. H. Duff. Mrs. Mary
school has returned home. She is to
Cyrus If. K. Curtis, recently elected Wiggin Spear. Mrs. Elmer S. Bird,
teach the school at Rockville this sea
trustee of Bowdoln College, was Mrs. 'W. <). Fuller and Mrs. G. A. Law
son.
honored Tuesday noon with a lunch rence; and Mrs. Heyburn of Louisville
eon given by Philip Dana at Cape and Mrs. Rueter of Boston, summer
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Frlsbie of
Elizabeth, tlie other guests being the guests at the Samoset were also pres
Concord. X. H., are guests of Mrs.
trustees and overseers of the college ent.
Frisbie’s sister, Mrs. Harry Rising, from Portland and vicinity.
for two weeks. They were accom
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. House are sail
panied by Mrs. A. B. Kalloch, Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph W. Richards and chil ing on the Cunard S. S. Lnncastrla
Rising's mother, who will make an
dren and her'father, John T. Rob Aug. 22 to visit the British Isles and
extended visit before returning to bins, are moving from Camden the France, including a visit to tlie old
Concord.
coming week to Waterville, where Mr. homo of Mr. House in England.
Richards conducts a market.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bennett have re
: Over night visitors in the city were
turned to their homo in Hartford,
Mary Bickford, for three years the Mrs. Lemuel Moody and -Mrs. James
after being guests of Mr. and Mrs.
foremost screen actress, will return Sewall of Old Town, who were among
Francis Louraine, Water street.
next fall to^lie New York stage where the large company from all parts of
she last appeared in 1908 as a child the country in attendance at yester
Miss Winifred Coughlin of Brook day's open house exhibition in Wis
lyn, is the guest of her parents Mr. actress. Arch Selwyn, the producer casset. They were guests of their
and Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin. Rankin under whose management she will cousins, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller.
appear, said a play had not yet been
street for the month of August.
selected for her.
The Chapin Class goes to Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Baker of Brock
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Dunham and Leola Wiggln’s summer home in
ton, Mass., who were weekend guests
Warren tomorrow. Friday, where a
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia at nephew Frank Noonan who have been j picnic supper will lie enjoyed at 6.30.
Crescent Beach, are now visiting visiting at Frank Ulmer's fur the past Members are asked to take eup and
relatives in Thomaston before return two weeks; returned Monday to Ilol- spoons. Anyone needing transporta
liffon. Mass.
ing home.
tion call Mrs. E. F. Berry, tel. 94-M.
Mrs. A. W. Clark is spending the
_
, ,
A very enjoyable event took place
week in Boston.
( Mrs- R p Sherman and daughter
at the Underwood factory Monday
Dorothy visited Mr. Sherman 'n
morning when Mrs. Alden Davis re
Mrs. John Hopkins has returned Boothbay Harbor Tuesday, making
turned to work to find that the girls
the trip both ways in a Curtissof tlie packing room in which she is home from Knox Hospital.
Wright Flying Service Amphibian.
employed, had decorated her table
Mrs. Cates of Cutler is the guest Mr. Sherman flew back witli them ar
and stool beautifully with pink and
riving here at 6 o'clock and returning
red streamers. The table was cov- of her daughter Mrs. Charles Mc- (on the 6.10 train.
ered with gifts which the bride un Whinnie. Oliver street.
tied and exhibited to her co-workers.
1 Sunday, the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A happy group dined nt Green I Alvin Small. 14 Shaw avenue, was
Much merriment was caused when
the Joke gifts were exhibited. There Gables Monday evening with cards the scene of a happy gathering of
were many useful gifts for the bride's later at the home of Mr. and Mrs. relatives and a few friends, it was a
kitchen. After the employes were Fred Linekin. Broadway, consisted of farewell party for Mrs. Small’s sis
seated Mrs. Davis passed candy to all Mr. and Mrs. Linekin. Mr. and Mrs. ter. Mrs. Everett Libby of Rockport,
j the young women and cigars to the S. B. Comery of Belmont Mass.. Mr. who leaves In a few days for Man
men, who take part in the activities and Mrs. A. (B. Higgs, Mrs. Morris chester. X. li., where she will reside,
; of tlie packing room. Mrs. Davis is Hatch of Orrington, Mass., Mr. and Mr. Libby having employment there.
■ the former Katherine Marks and has Mis. (’,. M. Derry, Mr. and Mrs. May A nice picnic dinner was served.
been In the Underwood employ since nard Spear. Mrs. Elizabeth Oanforth After the rain ceased and tiie clouds
and Miss Hilda George. In cards (cleared away, the whole party jour
j coming to this city over a year ago.
honors were won by Mr. and Mrs. neyed to Clark Island, and enjoyed a
' For Frlgldaire service, phone 710. Spear, with a special prize for Miss clambake. Mrs. Libby was presented
1 Authorized Frigidalre Sales & Service, George, who was leaving the follow with a beautiful gift from her mother,
sisters and brothrs.
I 509-513 Main street, Rockland.—adv. ing day enroute to Honolulu.

pER PAIK

be the finest Hosiery value in the country for the price.
laiaiajajzranuarerajajararerafajajg1'

Mrs. Joseph Maguire of Roxbury, f
Mass., and daughter, Mrs. Walter
Shaw and granddaughter Marjorie
Shaw of Camden were recent visitors i
In this city.
DAVIS-MARKS

Used Furniture
For
CAMP OR COTTAGE

A pretty wedding took place at the '
home of George F. Reynolds Jr., the
bride’s brother, 101 Tillson avenue,
Saturday evening at 8.30 when Kath
erine Marks became the bride of Al
den Davis, before a large circle of
friends and relatives.
Rev. Mr. Clark of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ, of Latter
Day Saints performed the ceremony.
The couple stood beneath an arch of
beautiful flowers, with Mrs. George
F. Reynolds Jr. as matron of honor
and Mr. Reynolds as groomsman.
The bride wore a gown of orchid silk
crepe, while the matron of honor was
gowned in blue silk crepe. After the
ceremony refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis received many
beautiful gifts and the congratula
tions of many friends.

CASH OR CHANGE ACCOUNT

We are offering some remark
able bargains in just what you
need to furnish camp or cottage
or to fit up that room at home at
X
low cost.

A complete line of Household
Goods—all bargains—homes fur

nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Refrigerators, Desks, Saf;s, Musi
cal instruments, etc.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
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Store
Anniversary Sale

E. B. Crockett

Friday and Saturday

5 & 10c

to $1.00

August 15 and !6

Savings worth while on thousands of dollars worth of
merchandise are offered during this event.

Special Purchase:-—
Regular 25 and 35c values-

Don’t Miss This Sale

Carload of Enamel Ware
All going at 10c each

Stock Up

e

Double Boiler.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 39c 10 Quart Covered Kettles . 39c
10 Quart Preserve Kettle .. 19c Large Aluminum Kettles .. 69c
Colored Glassware, 25c val. 10c Large Turkish Towel
10c
I
Shipping Basket, regular 59c number. Sale...................... 39c
Large Damask Table Cover, worth $1.00. Sale ................. 39c

Special on Soaps-Talcums-Powders
One lot Summer Dresses; each.. .. .. .. .. . 59c; 2 for.............. $1.00
Hats, worth and sold up to $1.98. Closed out at.................. 69c
Hundreds of Other Bargains.

The Lowest Prices

Consistent with the Times

Special Lunches X Luncheonette Counter

Dates:

Friday & Saturday
AUGUST 15 & 16

E. B. Crockett

5 & 10c

to $1.00

Store

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THE BUSY FARMER

Candidate For

And the Busy Housewife—

County Attorney

ENSIGN OTIS
417 Main Street, Rockland
A lifelong resident of Knox County;
46 years old; has been a member and
officer of many civic and benevolent
organizations; his practice as attor
ney-at-law has been predominantly
in the Civil and Probate Courts, and
he has no criminal practice to aban
don if elected County Attorney. A
clean, competent, sensible and im
partial administration will be his aim.

YOUR V<5tE WILL BE
APPRECIATED

86-107

Comfort

Style
Wear
In These

ARCH HEALER

SHOES
AA to EEE

$5.00

Black and Erown
Combination Lasts
A A to E

$5.00
4

Black, Brown, White
Guaranteed to Fit

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Green Trading Stamps
I

HOFFSES FAMILY
Forty-eighth annual reunion will
he held at Faillee Farm, North Cush
ing, Thursday, Aug. 28.
I
Bdith M. Carroll, Sec.
96-102

SCIATICA?
Here is a never-failing
form of relief from
sciatic pain:

Take Bayer Aspirin tablets and avoid
needless suffering from sciatica—lum
bago—and similar excruciating pains.
They do relieve; they don't do any harm.
Just make sure it is genuine.

BAYER
ASPIRIN
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References; Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

When you have a cold think of

EPHI

(F. I.)

All Druggists

PRIEST DRUG COMPANY
Bangor, Maine
At the Sign of the Blue Bottle

A DEBUT DANCE
1

SOLDIERS and SAILORS

j

What They’re Doing In LM.+++++++++<.++++++++4-+++++-9d-+>f"H"l,4"5“1-++d"5"5'++*++'H->-:Knox and Lincoln
[Continued from Page One]
The semi-annual meeting of the
Knox-Lincoln
County
executive
board will he held at Drift Inn. Mar
tinsville Thursday. Aug. 21, at 10.30.
At this meeting one of the import
ant subjects will be the annual
membership
campaign
conducted
each year in the county. Last year
the membership was 370 men and 386
women, a total of 756. The goal for
this year is 850.
Caribou in Aroostook County has a
membership of 210 men. nearly as
many as some counties in the State.
An enthusiastic membership cam
paign committee is the answer to this
community success.
In total membership last year
tKennebec County had 1703, Aroos
took 1684, and York 1399. There were
372 communities in the State last year
having Farm Bureau members and
95 towns had 50 or more. In KnoxLincoln County there were 29 com
munities having Farm Bureau mem
bers, three had *50 members or more—
Hope 76, Damariscotta 61 and Camden
58.
The date on which the active cam
paign will start will be decided by
the executive board. District mana
gers will be appointed and complete
plans made for one of the most com
plete drives the county ever had. The
slogan will be * Every Farmer A Mem
ber.” '
For the third consecutive year The
Courier-Gazette will run a special
Farm Bureau edition of its paper.
This will be published about the
middle of September. In the paper
will appear pictures and articles on
the work done by the county agent,
home demonstration agent and coun
ty club agent.

Lieutenant, and Mr. Jesse Thomas for their Ensign, and we, the Com
mittee, do approve of their choice and do judge the aforesaid gentlemen
fit and proper for said places, and we in behalf of the aforesaid people and
ourselves, do humblv pray this Honorable Court to send commissions to
the aforesaid Gentlemen, accordingly that we may not be as sheep without
a shepherd, and vour petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray. ’
It is difficult at this late day to collect many facts concerning the per
sonal appearance and mental endowments of Captain Adams. His great
grandson, the late Raymond C. Davis, has paid him this tribute:
“Richard Adams was a stout, fleshy man, kind and social. His voice
was strong and cheerful, so say the old people. By conversing with the
aged of the days when they were young, my mind has been led to dwell
intensely on the times and associates of old Richard. I have stood on the
turf that covers his grave, and in imagination have conjured him up from
the grave, and his life from the past. Ah! he and those of his generation
were manly men—they were brave men, for they gave life and blood for a
free land—they were wise men, for they bequeathed liberty and its
blessings to their children—they were good men, for their prayers secured
a blessing from God.”
James Adams of Washington, D. C., his grandson, wrote of him as
follows:
“I have heard him spoken of as a man of intelligence, of enterprise and
means and of some note among his contemporaries. I recollect once
making the casual inquiry of a person who knew my grandfather, as to
what sort of a man he was, and his quaint reply was this: ‘He was the
knowinest man about these part.' ”
It is quite evident that he was a worthy man, and held in high esteem
by his acquaintances and townsmen.

ADAMS, THOMAS. He enlisted in Capt. Philip M. Ulmer's com
pany, Col. McCobb’s regiment, on an expedition to the Penobscot, July
8, 1779, and was discharged September 24, 1779,
Mr. Adams was one of the three sons of Capt. Richard Adams, but
did not survive his father, dying between the years 1792 and 1797. Mr.
Adams son I homas was a resident of Newburyport, Massachusetts, at
the time of his death. By the terms of his will probated in Suffolk county
Probate Court on the first 1 uesday of July, 1849, Mr, Adams ordered his
propertv to be divided into ten parts, two of which were to be expended
under the direction of the “American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions for Christianizing the Jews, the descendants of Abraham.”
ALLEN, JOHN. He served as a private in Capt. Archibald
McAllister s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regiment, on the expedition
against Majorbagaduce from July 11, 1779, to Sept. 24, 1799, when he
was discharged.
Mr. Allen resided on St. Georges island, now known as Allen island,
and citing intestate his widow Keturah was appointed administratrix
September 8, 1790. His estate was inventoried at 39 pounds, 14 shillings
and 4 pence on Oct. 17, 1789, by Dunbar Henderson, Eleazer Gay and
John Barter, the appraisers. Eleazer Gay and Dunbar Henderson were
appointed commissioners to examine claims against the estate, and filed
their account in Lincoln county Probate Court, Sept. 18, 1792.

The Marquette (Mich.) Mining
Journal of July 19. gives an extended
account of an important social event,
the central figure in which was Miss
Mary Roberts, daughter of Alton T.
Roberts, formerly of Vinalhaven,
who. with the other members of the
family are expected on the (Island
shortly for their annual summer so
journ. The following extracts are
made from the Marquette newspaper:
Over 200 guests attended the debut
dance which Mrs. Alton True Roberts
gave in her home, 320 Cedar street,
Thursday evening, introducing her
daughter. Miss Mary Roberts, to the
hostess’ many friends here.
The connecting living and dining
rooms were’used for the dancing and
gorgeous baskets of sky blue lark
spur. madonna lilies and roses which
had been sent to the debutante formed
the decorative background /or the
party which like all the social affairs
given by the hostess had a delightful
air of gay informality.
The guests were received by Mrs.
Roberts, her daughter and the lat
ter's house guest, Miss Betty Heckel
of Detroit.
Miss Roberts wore an adorable
gown of white mousseline de sole,
the only trimmings two tiny clusters
of white flowers, with streamers at
the waist and shoulders. She wore
peach-colored slippers with silver
straps. The frock, exquisitely de
mure and girlish was especially be
coming to her silver blond type.
Horace and John Roberts with Pren
tice Downs, a Harvard classmate, were
here for the dance.
’ A zestful note of gaiety was struck
by the party held for the friends of
Howard and Ralph Roberts, youngqt
brothers of the debuntante. Their
hours for dancing were from 8.30 to
10 o’clock, preceding the more formal
reception and dance. A bit of funning
was provided by Tom Robin’s 10piece orchestra, its identity quite
hidden behind splashy >>ig pink bow
ties, overalls and giddy galluses.
They played a most attractive dance
program.
Chairs, garden swings, and low
tables on the lawn and in the pergola,
made an ideal place for promenades
between dances and for the serving
of the buffet supper. Rumination
was furnished by innumerable red
and green lights strung between the
tall evergreen trees that outline the
bounds of the garden and the drive
to the house.
The older crowd began to leave a

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62tf

Take the winding road to Martinsville,
Afar from traffic’s roar.
Drink ln the dreamy beauty
Of that village hy the shore :
Watch the seagulls skim and'float'
Upon the sparkling bay.
Bask ln the summer sunshine
And dream the hours away.
W. k Clark

Rockport

I felt better, so I
took seven bottles
and I recommend
it highly. It helped
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
my nerves and
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
keeps me strong to do my housework
ana wait on four little children. I hope
Osteopathic Physician
some other suffering woman will try it.”
Telephone 136
—Mrs. Porter L. Arnold, 1013 S. St.
Andrews St., Dothan, Alabama.
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August Furniture Sale

For Daughter of Former
Vinalhaven Man

“A WONDERFUL
HELP TO ME”

And wear our lives away.
Though kingly heads will He as low
When wo return to clay.

a&LL ;u>iwineai'

Brilliant Social Event Given

Mrs. E. N. Hobbs, leader of the
Golden Rule Club of Hope .has trained
three demostration teams this year.
The bread team. Gertrude Hardy and
Katherine True will go to Auburn to
day (o compete with other Ihread
teams in the State.
• • * •
The 4-H club field day will be held
this year at North Knox fair grounds
in Vnion Saturday. Aug. 30.
A parade of all clubs and leaders
will take place at '10 o'clock. The re
mainder of the forenoon will be spent
in swimming races and horseshoe
games.
Each club member takes his own
[To B© Continued]
picnic lunch and the noon hour will
be spent eating and getting acquaint
ed. Mrs. G. H. Cameron and Mrs. W.
“TRAVEL BY TRAIN”
SARDINE PACKERS
P. Young will have charge of this
et were dancing into the wee small
hour and the care of the lunch boxes.
I hours. As w« drove away long after
At 1 o'clock a group picture will be The Maine Central's New De Optimistic Words At Bangor midnight the rooms Were a swirling
taken hy J. F. Meservey, photographer
R
f F' L shower of confetti, and serpentine
Luxe Cars Furnish Good
Conference
of Union.
DCSt Or r ISO streamers covering the brightly
Bag race, three-legged race, 100I gowned dancing figures. It was a
Reason
Taken 'Now
yard dash, 50-yard dash and base
i last view of a colorful and brilliant
ball games will be the events of the
Luxurious coaches of new and ad
A meeting of the executive commit- function.
afternoon.
vanced type with comforts and con
To the club winning the most points
veniences, providing passengers with tee of the Maine Packers’ AssociaPHANCY PHEASANTS
during the day. goes the 4-H banner
de luxe accommodations, have been tion. was held in Bangor Thursday at 1
presented by the Farm Bureau. This
ordered for the ' Flying Yankee” and
Come
the Way
is a large green and white banner 'Tin*- Tree Limited” ami wlll be put which time a report on the progr.
made hy the Damariscotta Girls' Club in service between Bangor and Boston of the national advertising campaign,
Across the Continent For
and is well worth working for.
now being carried on hy the associa
and intermediate points.
George H. Cameron of Union. Cecil
The new coaches will be built for tion, was presented by F. O. Perkins
Stocking Purposes
Annis of Simonton and Mrs. Emile the most part in New England and of New York city, representing :he
Hobbs of Hope form the committee on are expected to be in service late in J. Walter Thompson Advertising Co,
An impetus to the Fish and Game
preparations for this event.
which is handling the publicity for
December.
Department’s program for the stock
Committee on games is composed
These new de luxe coaches mark the Maine canners.
ing of Maine woods with game pheas
of Maurice Brann, North Whitefield.
Mr. Perkins' report was satisfac
a further step in the Introduction of
Norris A. Waltz of Damariscotta and new comforts in "travel by train.” Of tory to the committee, and members ants was seen in the arrival of 23
pure-bred Mongolian pheasants and
Clarence H. Walker of Aina.
steel. 82 feet long, they are designed of the association are looking forward a few pairs of fancy birds. They
Life Guards
to seat only 68 persons instead of the to a substantial increase in sales of were the gift of Gov. Hartley of
Boy Scouts wil tact as life guards uual 88 day coach passengers. The Maine sardines as a result of th(s
’.yashington to Gov. Gardiner.
at the water during the day.
space formerly occupied by the ad campaign.
The birds completed their journey
• • • •
Although conditions have been dis
ditional seats will be used to provide
across the continent in good condi
Marion Johnson of the Twin Village new comforts and more room for couraging since the opening of the tion and were placed in pens at the
sardine canning season in April
Sewing Club of Damariscotta does individual passengers.
Hill fish hatchery, near Augusta.
o great deal of sewing, also her own
The chairs of the revolving type Maine coast packers are confident Game Commissioner Stobie said
mending, the family mending and thc with lounging backs will be built with that the season will prove at least an they will be kept to form the nucleus
mending for a neighboring family of several new features. They will be average one as the outlook at pres □f a game farm which he hopes the
three. She has darned over 200 pairs spaced 42^4 inches apart providing ent is decidedly bright. It was stated state may establish in the near future.
of stockings so far.
ample leg room and will be set low by well known packers that the
The pheasant, which in some ptates
• • • •
like an automobile seat. Each set of quality of fish now being taken is of is an important game bird but which
the
best
"nd
while
the
run
at
present
Pearl Morine of the Wide Awake two chairs will be opposite a window
is rare in Maine, was first imported
4-H Club of Union, taking the chick 32 inches in width, the chair height is rather light and permits of operat into the United States in 1881. The
ing
only
a
comparatively
small
num

raising project, hasn't lost a chicken. so arranged that vision will be easy
ilrds were brought to the state of
ber of the plants, they are looking for
Started with 25 chickens and still and clear.
Washington from -Shanghai by a
a
big
improcement
in
the
near
future
The upholstery in the new day
private individual. Most of the wild
has them.
Only five points in the Passamacoaches will be double inner spring
pheasants now in the Western States
• • • •
quoddy
district
are
now
being
oper

These committee planning meet cushions of mohair plush. The new ated. but others in that section and are Mongolian pheasants, descend
series of cars will include some in
ants of this original importation or
ings iire announced:
which smoking facilities will be pro elsewhere along the Maine coast will others which followed.
Orff's Corner. Aug. 13 at 10.30.
start
as
soon
as
the
supply
of
fish
vided with soft leather upholstery.
East of the Mississippi wild pheas
Nobleboro. Aug. 15 at 1.30.
The chairs were designed after tests warrants. It was stated hy one of ants are of a hybrid type, known as
Damariscotta. Aug. 19 at 10.30.
those
present
that
the
report
of
the
Damariscotta Mills, Aug. 19 at 1.30. were made by the railroad and the herring being diseased was fantasti the English ringed neck. The first
chair manufacturers and they em
known importation of these was from
Aina. Aug. 20 at 10.30.
brace improvements and comforts cally exaggerated, and that those now- England about ten years after the in
Whitefield. Aug. 20 at 1.30.
being
taken
are
of
excellent
size
and
suggested during tests. There will
troduction of the Mongolian species
Friendship. Aug. 22 at 2.00.
be wash rooms with running water quality. Practically' all of last year's into Washington. The first English
Hope, Aug. 26 at 10.30.
pack
has
been
disposed
of,
he
stated.
in each car for both men and women.
birds were used to stock a large estate
Dresden. Aug. 27 at 10.30.
The ladies’ compartment will be
near New York City.
Montsweag. Aug. 27 at 1.30.
fitted with a vanity mirror and other
EDWARD W. PHILBRICK
Commissioner Stobie said the
Bunker Hill. Aug. 28 at 10.30.
feminine appointments.
pheasant is a prolific bird, the hen
Edgecomb, Aug. 28 at 2.00.
The cars will be equipped with
Edward W. Philbrick. who was producing about 60 eggs yearly in
Bristol. Aug. 29 at 10.30.
rolelr bearings on all wheels, exhaust born in Jefferson in 1859, died at his captivity. The young are ready for
The following meetings without
fans, combination hat and ticket home in Somerville, Aug. 7 aged 71. liberation when about five or six
home demonstration agent will be
holders attached to the back of the He was a son of Rhada and Elsie months old. With a well equipped
held:
seat. Wilton rugs for aisles strips (Lewis) Philbrick, being third of a game farm the Maine woods could be
Aug. 15, Orff's Corner, picnic.
fiexollte flooring in color to harmonize family of six. Mr. Phllbrick’s father fairly well stocked with the game
Aug. 29. Bristol, pine needle bas
with the interior color scheme and moved to Somerville when his sen birds in fr< m three to five years, he
ketry.
vapor heat with thermostatic control was two years of age where he grew
Sept. 2. Friendship, beverages and on both sides of cars. All fittings will to manhood on his father’s farm. He said.
This year some 4000 eggs have been
health.
be chromium plated, brass window had very little chance to attend school
Sept. 3. Hope, basketry and leather. sashes, double windows and special inder the. conditions then existing, supplied by the state for raising and
Sept. 6, Simonton, pine needle bas water coolers. The new cars are de and went to Boston in 1879 where he liberation by fish and game associa
tions at private expense. Most of the
ketry.
igned for the sole purpose of pro learned the trunkmaker’s trade. Al eggs were given to the state by offi
• , • •
viding coach passengers with de luxe ways of a studious nature he deter cials of other states or hy .private in
Miss Helen Spaulding State cloth accommodations and service at stand mined to acquire an education. Burn
terests.
ing specialist, will conduct the first
ing his spare time he prepared him
of the series of meetings on ard coach fare.
self for college, and graduated from
: i eondntioning the wardiobe. She
the University of Michigan in 1895.
DOLCE FAR NIENTE
,vill use actual garments on which
He was admitted to the Massachusetts
to demonstrate the appraising, bal
Bar in Boston, where he practiced
(For
The
iCourler-Gazette]
ancing the value and usefulness of
law about 25 years. Ten years ago he
There's
a
winding
road
to
(Martinsville,
the garment which might result from
retired from active practice and re
A hamlet hy the sea.
reconditioning against the cost in
Whose «juiet sleepy heayty
turned to his old home in Somerville
Holds
a
magic
charm
for
me:
time, effort and money involved in the
to spend his remaining days in quiet
Where trees and fields are fresh and green,
reconditioning. Each woman Is in
and comfort. For several years he
The salt sea breezes blow,
vited to take one garment with her
And the shadows of the (fleecy clouds
was engaged by a publisher of a Read What Mrs. Arnold Says
O’er the waters come and go.
for consultation regarding remodel
cyclopedia of law in examination of
State reports for material for sev About Lydia E. Pinkham’s
I ing.
There’s an old house in (Martinsville,
These communities hold recondiHard by the village grange.
eral legal subjects which were* incor
Vegetable Compound
Of which “Boze” ,could tell a story—
i Dotting meetings during the first of
porated in the cyclopedia.
If
not
’
tis
passing
strange
September: Warren. Sept. 3; Burkett
He is survived hy his wife, who was
If I owned that ancient relic
i ville, isept. 4; Bristol. Sept. 5; Damar
I’d ask for naught beside.
formerly Alicia Aiken of New York;
Dothan, Ala.—“What a wonderful
I
’
d
put
.some
(shingles
on
the
roof
iscotta Mills, Sept. 9.
two brothers. E. H. Philbrick of Rock help Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
And In happiness abide.
land and H. F. Philbrick of Winthrop
Compound has
Where the silvery seagulls ‘wheel and dip,
and three sisters, Nancy Soule of
been to me. I was
In the Island-dotted bay,
Windsor, Mae Welt of Waldoboro and
Why suffer torture* from Rheu
so nervous and
I’d watch thc tide go In and out,
Dora Pearl of Concord. N. H. Fu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
rundown I could
And dream the hours away.
neral services were held last Satur
Could I but turn the dial back
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
n’t be up half the
And live my life again,
day in Somerville, interment being
time. When I had
when
I’d work enough for frugal fare,
in the Sand Hill cemtery. The many
taken one bottle
But never strive for gain.
beautiful flowers contributed were a
METHYL BALM
ofVegetable Com
For silly pride we muck and mol,
fine tribute to his memory.
pound 1 could tell
will bring almost instant relief?

Indicated in Hay Fever, Rose
Cold. Rag Weed Fever, Golden
Rod Fever. Soothing, Healing,
Aromatic and Antiseptic.
Price 50c.

very-Other-Day'
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way frozen .or a sprig of mint? One
hostess who is always trying new
Nose Counters Find 137,501,561 Per things told me she froze ginger ale
sons In United States And Pos into ice cubes and in any drink as
sessions
UNCLE SAM'S FAMILY

The population of continental
United States on the basis of official
preliminary census figures is 122,728,873.
This figure was compiled from offi
cial announcements given Associated
Press bureaus by census supervisors
in the various states after completing
the enumeration which began April 2.
The total figure for thc United States’
population, is, however, subject to
revision in the census bureau's official
announcement, which is not expected
for another week or more.
Territories of the United States and
outlying possessions, not included in
the continental United States total,
bring the .Nation's grand total .of
population to 137,501,561. This figure
includes an estimate for the Philip
pine Islands, whose census is con
trolled by the insular government,
which has not made an enumeration
for several years.
Continental United States had 105.710.620 peisons ten years ago, while
the nation with its outlying posses
sions, totaled 117,859.395.
ICE CUBE SUGGESTIONS

Nothing is so refreshing these hot
summer days as a cool drink and the 1
discriminating hostess will use tall
glasses, maybe thc colored ones so
much in vogue now, maybe a glass,
sipper gayly colored. For those of us
who are fortunate enough to have a J
mechanical refrigerator and can make
ice cubes, there are any number of:
novel ways of using the ice. Why
not color the water in the cube pan
with some vegetable coloring or place
a cherry in when the cubes are half-|

fruit punch, lemonade and such ,t
added a piquant and delightful flavor?
Grape juice frozen into cubes makes
a delightful addition to any beverage^

’wem

Can you realize that in less than another month summer will
be over and school begins again. That boy will have to be fitted
out fo r school, of course. That’s where we coma in, Wa apecialize
in Boys' Furnishings of all kinds. We would greatly appreciate
the privilege of showing you the goods we have.
BOYS' SUITS—Suits for small children ................ <1.00, $2.00, $3.00
Suits for Boys, 8 to 18 years .............jf........... $7.50, $10.00, $12.00
Suits for High School Boys ............................ $15.00, $16.00, $18.00

PANTS—We've enough pants to supply every boy in 'Rock
land; and they are beauties; wear like iron .... $1.00, $2.00, $3.00

SWEATERS—Here's something that every boy need*. Serv
iceable and practical .............................. $1,00, $2.00, $3.00, $5.00

RAIN COATS—All sizes....................... _................... $3.00, $4.00, $5.00
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES—The Kaynee make; nothing bet
ter ........................... *............................................................... 79c, $1.00

For

Heavier

Wear we

have

LUMBERJACKS,

OVERCOATS,

MACKINAWS AND TOP COATS
Please remember, we do not carry junk. Every article ia guar
anteed and may be returned at any time if not fully satisfactory.
Our customers must be satisfied.

WILLIS AYER

7

